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Husband
linked to
wife's case
tEX1NSTON7114 /APT=
Jesse Kimbrough, the husband
of former-, education official
Randy Kimbrough, has'been
indicted on a mail fraud charge
in connection with an embezzlement case against his wife.
Jesse
Kimbrough
was
charged with receiving state
money from the Kentucky
Department of Education under
bogus consulting contracts set
up by his wife, according to
the indictment issued by a federal grand jury Thursday
Randy Kimbrough has pleaded innocent to charges that
she embezzled $514,000 from
state funds and laundered
$300,000 of it through a Frankfort bank.
Kimbrough resigned Jan. 6
In the course of the federal
and state investigation, state
auditor Ed Hatchett found that
about $175,000 had been paid
to Jesse Kimbrough. a retired
principal from Warren County
for undocumented work
"I didn't know about it. so
I don't have any comment."
Randy Kimbrough said Thursday from her Frankfort home.
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Alexander makes funding plan
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
For all his lobbying and all his
recommendations, Murray State
University President Dr. Kern
Alexander admits that the Post--TeCondary rake:ion Budget for
2000-2002 is out of his hands.
"It is completely out of anybody's hands, apparently, except
the chair of the appropriations

committee in the (state) House, only for MSU, but also for other
and he's working with the gover- Kentucky universities, will be more
nor," Alexander said Thursday."The than the Council for Postsecondary
last we heard was there was going Education is currently suggepting.
to be no more presentations before
"I believe there will ge an
the House."
increase • in the base, but I don't
In -fact, Arex'ander went on to know how much," Alexander said.
say that there would likely, be no "I don't think it will be what I
more,presentations before the Ken- proposed."
tucky Senate, either. Still, he is
In short, Alexander is proposoptimistic that baseline funding not ing raising state appropriations

given to universities during the
first year of the biennium from
the currently proposed 2.4 percent
to 3.4 percent and the second year
from 2.4 percent to 8.4 percent.
_ The .increas in f,unclin.g. witua
be made available by redirecting
what Alexander calls "superfluous
trust funds" into the CPE's base
funds.
For example, Enrollment and

death
—Increase the cost of a state
dog license from $1.50 to $5.
— Rename the Cumberland
Parkway from Somerset to
Bowling Green in honor of former Gov. Louie Nunn, who
began the highway
—Study the number of bills
that each legislator may ask
to be drafted or introduce as

Tonight...Mostly cloudy in
the evening with a 30-percent
chance of light rain Low in
middle 30s North wind 5 to
10 mph
Saturday...Mostly
sunny.
High 55 to 60.
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Bunning: Report
says Paducah
cleanup will
take until 2021

House OKs
bill to boost
room taxes
FRANKFORT. Ky AP) —
The House has passed a bill
to allow local governments in
many areas to increase their
taxes on hotel and motel rooms
so long as the proceeds go
toward tourism promotion.
Fiscal courts in counties
with second-class cities could
add 2 percent to their room
taxes. The current limit is 4
percent.
Counties that have joined
with others to form multicounty tourism and convention commissions would be able to raise
their room taxes by 1 percent
The legislation passed by a vote
of 55-29. with most northern
Kentucky legislators voting
against it or refusing to vote
Similarly, a separate bill
would allow Fayette County to
raise its room tax by 1 percent, with proceeds going
toward renovation of its convention center and Rupp Arena.
The Lexington bill passed 6523 Thursday.
The bills now go to the
Senate for consideration
In other action, the House
passed bills to:
— Make it a class C felony
punishable by 5 to 10 years
in prison to leave a child under
the age of 8 in a vehicle with
"extreme indiffecence to human
life" that leads to the child's

Retention Trust Funds are set up
to provide research universities
with $3.3 million and $5.7 million to regional universities during - the next two years.
—A1Eitander'Ciai mThtiiin -aside of those funds is redundant
because the CPE's benchmark fund-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

A NEW BOOK...Calloway County Preschool teacher Joan Weber signs the name of Kristen
Wilson into her new book during their celebration of the Or. Suss birthday Thursday morning.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A soon-to-be-released report will
show that the federal government has underestimated how long
it will take to complete environmental cleanup work at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning said.
In October, the Kentucky Republican called on the U.S. General Accounting Office to conduct an inquiry 'into the Department of Energy's cleanup of the federal uranium enrichment
plant.
The GAO report- is due to be released in a month and is
expected to show that it will take until 2021 to complete the
effort at Paducah, Bunning said at a congressional hearing Thursday.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson testified Thursday that the
department's "baseline" or target date for finishing the job is
2010, and he said he was not told meeting it would he a problem.
Bunning said it was important for Richardson to present a
long-term plan and a realistic view of the cleanup effort. The
senator said it entailed getting rid of 65,000 tons of contaminated scrap metal, 50,000 barrels of contaminated waste, 47,000
canisters. filled with spent uranium and other waste. 1 million
cubic feet of contaminated earth and 10 billion gallons of con-
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Committee
approves
settlement
compromise
for funds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
House committee has approved a
plan that would spread Kentucky's
tobacco settlement money among
farmers, local initiatives and a modest amount for statewide or regional programs.
Critics said it did little to help
agriculture overall, was too narrow and has the potential to be
a bureaucratic mess and a tempting target for abuse.
It was a compromise package
that cleared the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, which by definition means not everyone was
happy, said Rep. Roger Thomas,
D-Bowling Green. "One of the
best compromises ever if the other
side is as unhappy as I am," said
Thomas, who preferred a more
centralized but broad approach to
using the money, which could be
more than $3 billion over the next
25 years.
The committee wants to divide
future receipts among early childhood development and health care
programs. It was the half targeted for agriculture that caused the
most consternation.
. Thomas and Gov. Paul Patton
wanted a state board to target programs. from rural water development to horticulture research, that
could benefit entire areas.
The package approved by the
committee Thursday would take
a piece of the money right off
the bat and distribute it to in4
vidual farmers.
Senate President David Williams
said today the proposal was shortsighted and would mean agriculture would "cease to be a viable
industry."
Williams said Patton must intervene or the proposal would become
law, acknowledging the Senate
may not have the political will
to resist returning the money to

•See Page 2
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figodeling career lands
Sims in swimsuit issue
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff AlVriter
The - pink-bikinied woman
looks ahead as if searching the
horizon as she leans forward,
laying along the neck of the
pale horse that she is astride
bareback, her long brown hair
windblown.
•
Later, she is reclining among
brown and green fronds, twopieced in blue-and-white, gingham-style, staring with dark green
eyes through a couple of tendrils of hair draping a light dusting of freckles.
Now she sits atop a picnic table
bench in a green-and-black beaded string outfit, hands atop thighs
almost impatiently as if waiting
for someone:
If she looks familiar, there's
a reason.
Molly Sims, a 1991 graduate
of Murray High School whose
modeling career has landed her
in fashion magazine layouts, ads
and runway shows, is among
those featured in this year's Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Issue.
"It's pretty exciting since it
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was my first time," Sims said
Thursday during a telephone interview from Paris, France, where
she has been modeling fall fashions.
Actually, she is still recovering from the flu. Sims; her parents, Jim and Dottie Sims of
Riverwood Drive; and her sisterin-law, Alexis Reed Sims of Texas,
picked up the bug while attending the swimsuit issue's release
party Feb. 20 in New York City.

Molly Sims learned about a
week before the issue's Feb. 22'
release that photos taken during
a four-day shoot last September
in Maui with renowned photographer Walter Chin would be used.
Sims said she came to Sports
Illustrated's attention because of
her previous work. Among them
was the September cover of one
of the fashion world's most impor-

• See Page 2

Various groups contribute
to Patton's organization
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API Lobbyists, labor unions and a water
company helped raise a record
$5.1 million for a national political fund whose chairman is Gov.
Paul Patton.
Of that amount, more than $1
million given to .the Democratic
Governors' Association has come
from Kentucky donors since last
October.
Patton was elected chairman in
August of the association whose
goal is to have Democratic governors in a majority of states by
2002. There are now 18 Democratic governors, with five guber-

natorial seats up for grabs this "Sure, we mentioned in our appeals
year and more than 30 in the 2002 that Gov. Patton was now chairelections.
man of the DGA and we simply
Patton did not directly solicit asked people to support his effort.
any Kentucky business or trade
"That's as far as it went. And
group to contribute to the DGA there were absolutely no quid pro
and nothing was promised to any- quo related to any contribution,"
one who raised money or gave to said Gunnell; senior partner with
the group, said his press aide. The Commonwealth Group, a public affairs firm involved in lobbying.
Mark Pfeiffer.
The previous DGA fund-raising
Louisville businessman Robert
Gunnell. who lobbies the Ken- record was about $3.5 million.
tucky legislature for eight clients, Gunnell said.
The "Kentucky Finance Comsaid he personally made most of
mittee" that raised much of the
the appeals for money.
"Gov. Patton had a hands-off
approach to fund raising." he said. II See Page 2

Post's
newspaper
rejects ad
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. I AP)
— Fort Campbell commanders
have rejected an advertisement in
the post's newspaper that advised
soldiers afraid of personally reporting anti-gay harassment to instead
use the anonymity of a toll-free
hotline.
The decision on the ad Wednesday drew an immediate rebuke from
the Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network, a non-profit organization that sought to place it. The
Army-owned newspaper is
tributed on and around the sprawling post near Hopkinsville.
"I would think that a commander would want his soldiers
to have information on how to
report harassment of other soldiers," said Michele Benecke. codirector of SLDN.
In the wake of the beating
death of a gay soldier at Fort
Campbell, the advocacy group says
the Army has discouraged attempts
by gay soldiers to report harassment. The group says soldiers are
afraid to come forward and be
exposed.
Commanders deemed the ad
"unnecessary" because soldiers
already have been trained on how
to recognize and report harassment of homosexuals, said Maj.
Pamela Hart, Fort Campbell's public affairs officer.
Hart said Thursday that the tollfree number also is widely known
to soldiers who wish to disclose
issues of any nature to the Fort
Campbell inspector general's office.
Hart said she did not think it
would be possible to reach a compromise that wiltild allow the ad
to be published.
The SLDN group advises and
counsels gays in the military and
has been active at Fort Campbell
since the July 5 death of Barr)
Winchell, a soldier clubbed as he
slept by a fellow soldier with a
baseball hat.
In the weeks before his death.
Winchell had been harassed for
dating a female impersonator he
met at a Nashville drag bar.
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IN Alexander
From Page 1
ing scheme is entirely enrollment-driven anyway. He points
out that in the second year of the
biennium, placing those funds into
the base would provide a 6 percent funding increase for regional universities.
Among the other trust funds
Alexander is proposing to redirect
are:
• The Regional Excellence Trust
Fund - This $5.7 million fund is
designed to pay for targeted increases in enrollment and retention rates
the comprehensive universities.
• The Regional Excellence Trust
Fund - This $6 million fund is
designed to support specific efforts
by the comprehensive universities
to achieve the objectives of the
.149C1-2004-Action_Agen4a, _
• The Regional Excellence Trust
Fund - This $4 million trust fund
is designed to create experimental
model schools of education and
to fund other proposals to address
specific needs for pre-service and
in-serve teacher preparation.
• The Science and Technology
Trust Fund - In the second year
of the biennium. $3 million will
be designated for research and
development. $.75 million for commercialization and 5.5 million for
regional technology service.
Alexander has not been alone
inks concerns, either. When presenting his proposals to the Senate Appropriation and Revenue

III Bunning

• ••
Committee last week. Alexanderwas joined by Eastern Kentucky
University President Dr. Robert
Kustra, Morehead State University President Dr. Ron Eaglin and
University of Kentucky President
Charles Wethington.
"We wanted to lessen the restrictions on the money," Alexander
said. "There was around $10 million that was available to regional schools and no one would even
know they received it until the
second year of the biennium."
Alexander is particularly frus-

Accident victim identified III Sims ...
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
-nv victim of a fiery one-vehicle
accident early Thursday morning
has been identified as Robert "Robbie" Thomas Naulty, 20, of Mockingbird Drive.
Naulty's body was identified
Thursday afternoonf er Kentucky
d his dental
State Police sent it

From Page 1

tant magazines - the Paris version of Vogue.
"They (Sports Illustrated) were
looking for new people," she said.
In the past, once a model appeared
in it, they usually appeared three
or four straight years, she added.
"My agent really pushed for it,"
as did Fay Kates, owner of Next
Management, Molly Sims
said.
The Hawaiian photos were used
McBrayer said. "He got to intro- in a section titled "Maui Wowee"
From Page 1
duce President Clinton, and sev- in the magazine, and the televiians were
money was co-chaired by Lexington eral hundredrXentuck
sion entertainment show "Extra" did
2,400.
about
of
crowd
the
in
there"
lawyer and lobbyist Terry McBraya segment about her about the shoot.
Kentucky-American Water Co.
er and Jean Wells. who runs nurs"I had so much fun," she said.
in Lexington bought 10 dinner seats, "The picture with the horse "took
ing homes in Owensboro.
Barbara
McBrayer, who is lobbying for at $2,000 per seat, said
a little longer because the horse
of
director
company's
the
Brown,
Generyear's.
this
23 interests in
wouldn't be still." ,
al Assembly, ranging from Anchor communications.
Being in the swimsuit issue "is
She said the _e-xpenc.....;w411 j7c a trig -thing. There's only 23 girls
"All of us from Kentucky pitched covered by the shareholders of the . in the world that could do it,"
in simply to back Gov. Patton.". company and does not include any Dottie Sims said of Molly's being
Patton "looked great" at a rate-payer dollars. Customers of chosen to be photographed for the
$2.0(10-a-person fund-raising dinner Kentucky-American Water Co. will
held Monday in Washington, not share this expense."
issue."I would like for Molly to have
gotten (the cover)," her mother
adds. "It was just her first time.
Just to get printed is good."
It's something that has been
initiatives.
culture
From Page 1
The final third would be divid- happening more and more since
local hands.
ed among state and local organi- Molly Sims began modeling fullIf Patton fails to act. "It'll be. zations.
time six years ago.
the greatest lack of leadership I've
She was studying communicaThe local portions would be
seen by a governor in the 14 years divided based on a formula that tion and economics as a 19-yearI've been here." Williams said.
takes into account tobacco quotas old pre-law student at Vanderbilt
Patton said today he was not and tobacco income.
University in Nashville, Tenn.,
familiar with the details of the
initial look at the division when a woman asked her if she
An
revised plan and had no objection of money across the counties shows was a model, Dottie Sims said.
to some portion of the money sharp differences. Perry and Pike
"She (Molly) said, 'No,' and
returning to local hands, so long County would not get a dime,
woman said, 'Well, honey, if
the
state
overall
an
of
as it w as part
while Barren County could get nearyou're not, you should be,- Dotscheme.
ly $2.2 million. Fulton County,
A third of the money would where farming is a big part of tie Sims said.
Daughter asked mother what
go to county boards to distribute the economy, would get only $961,
for
guidelines
thought, and her Vanderbilt
she
some
oh
w
locally
while Boyd County would get
roommate, who was modeling in
preferred uses. A third would go $12,690.
Atlanta. "kind of talked me into
to a state board with directions to
abuse
for
opportunities
"The
savMolly Sims said.
it,"
development,
market
use for
She had some photos taken at
ing farmland from development, and misuse of money" is great,
environmental programs and agri- said Rep. Steve Nunn, R -Glasgow. the Atlanta agency and later in
Memphis, she said. Her pictures
eventually were sent to New York
City, where modeling representatives were interested in het looks
and her height (5-9 1/2).
.6 Yr Limited Warranty
.24-Month Free Replacement
She and her mother traveled to
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
York for a round of job interNew
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
*Smooth Quiet Ride
views with modeling agencies in
1994.
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE
They went prepared to stay five
days, and instead stayed for several weeks after Molly signed with
Next. They shared a twin bed at
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
an Next-owned apartment for two
weeks until they could find Molly
a good apartment.
"She started working almost
immediately," Dottie said.
A state trooper found Naulty's
truck ablaze about 12:30 a.m.
Thursday at the intersection of
Crossland and Midway roads after
it apparently went off Crossland,
hit a tree and overturned.
(Please see obituary. Page 5A.)

• Patton's ...

trated with what he calls "a central CPE bureaucracy in Frankfort." He said that since the CPE
has requested that most of the
state education money stay within the organization in Frankfort.
schools have no way to budget
for additional funds that might
receive_
'The Council for Postsecondary
Education is a board itself, and
Gordon Davies is the president of
that board." Alexander said. "It
can become highly centralized,
with the institutions really having
no say over anything."
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham,
an MSU employee, said that in
the midst of such sweeping budget changes that are currently taking place in Frankfort. it is difficult to tell at this point whether
the CPE's recommendations will
be accepted.
"In this process. we're concerned
about protecting the integrity of
higher education." he said.

••

cial consideration." he added. "I
have taken money from a lot of
taminated ground water around the other sites to focus on Paducah."
The Clinton administration has
plant.
"The question is, when is it going proposed spending $109.2 million
to go away?" Bunning asked at Paducah in fiscal 200I for enviRichardson.
ronmental cleanup, a program to
"I'm trying to clean it up," convert uranium compounds to a
Richardson said.
safer material, medical surveillance
"We have given your site spe- and worker transition program.

From Page 1

records to the state medical examiner's office in Madisonville.

III Settlement ...

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE

Warehouse Tire
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Echinacea: Part II
Benefits: Echinacea increases the "non-specific" acti% Ity ot the
immune sstem. In other words, unlike a vaccine which is acti%e. (nth
against a specific disease,echinacea stimulates the overall activity of the
cells responsible for fighting infections. Unlike antibiotics, which arc
directly lethal to bacteria. echinacea makes our own immune cells more
efficient in attacking bacteria, viruses, and abnormal cells. Echinacea
.facilitates wound healing and speeds recovery from viruses. Anti inflammatory effects make it useful externally against skin condition•
such as psoriasis and eczema. It may also increase
resistance to candicia. bronchitis, herpes, and other
infectious conditions.
For more information ask your doctor.
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Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Kirksey Road man tem ned
in jail Friday, a day after he ws arrested by county authorities olp felony drug charges after they und
the ingredients for making metha
phetamine and possibly some oft
drug itself in his home.
Calloway County sheriffs fivers charged Jeff Richar son, 33,
with one count each of manufactur-
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Molly has appeared in crOthin• g
spreads in the December, January
and February editions of ELLE
magazine, and the February issue
of Marie Claire, in which she
poses with professional wrestlers.
She also has appeared several
times in J. Crew and Victoria's
Secret catalogs. More recently, she
can be seen in a Nautica clothing
and Giorgio Armani sunglasses ad
campaigns.
But it was the Vogue cover,
with Molly's angular face and vivid
green eyes framed by a high-collared red leather coat, that boosted an already busy modeling career.
"It's been crazy," Dottie Sims,
who has accompanied her daughter on assignments in Milan, Italy,
the fashion world's No. 2 capital
behind Paris; London; and other
European sites. "It is grueling
work."
"It's definitely not easy," Molly
agreed, noting the need to watch
the diet, drink water and avoid
too much sunlight.
There's also the travel, including a twice-monthly flight to Europe
that can range from 6 1/2 to eight
hours one way, said Molly, who
keeps an apartment in New York
City and Paris.
Then you have to get to the
site of -the photo assignment. For
Sport Illustrated's Maui shoot, that
meant a two-hour drive after a
12-hour flight, Molly said.
And then the model is expected to look refreshed when the
shoot begins.
"There's a lot of pressure. Your
monetary value depends on what
you look like," she said.
On the other hand, Molly said,
"I'm so lucky to be doing it. I
get to travel; I get to meet people."

Man jailed on meth charges

Turbo
Beetle &
Turbo
Diesel
Beetle is
Here
on"

Walter's
Pharmacy

SENIOR PORTRAIT, 1990

ing and trafficking in meth and possession of drug paraphernalia. His
bond at the Calloway County Jail is
$15,000 cash, property or approved
surety.
All of the counts were enhanced
after deputies found a shotgun in
his home Thursday morning, Sheriff Stan Scott.
They also found cold medication, filters, anhydrous ammonia
and other items usually used in
making the drug, Scott said.
In other cases, the sheriff's department has charged Tyson D.
O'Bryan, IS, of Almo, with receiving stolen property more than $300,
a felony, for allegedly taking a car
after he walked away from a Glasgow group home for male juvenile
offenders and driving it to Murray.
O'Bryan and a 14-year-old boy
walked away from the home Tuesday, got the car and later left it in
some woods on Lover's Lane, then
walked to the nearby home of one
of O'Bryan's relatives, Scott said.
It was there that deputies, who
had been notified of the walk-offs,
found O'Bryan and the boy
Wednesday morning, Scott said.
O'Bryan was lodged in jail on a
$2,500 cash bond. The boy was
taken back to the Glasgow home.
Elsewhere, Murray police plan
to file 15 counts of obtaining a controlled substance by deception
against Kathy F. Farrill of Benton,
who allegedly got prescription
painkillers from three local pharmacies.
Marshall County Sheriffs Department arrested Farrill, 45,
Wednesday afternoon as the result
of a joint investigation by for agencies in the Tr -County Area Drug
Task Force.
Murray police Detective Sgt.
Eddie Rollins said Farrill went to
various doctors here and received
prescriptions for drugs such as
Lortab without telling them she
was seeing other doctors. She allegedly filled the prescriptions at RiteAid, Kroger and Wal-Mart pharmacies.
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Louisville mayor fires police chief
days, said Alicia Sells, Armstrong's suppori for Sherrard and disdain
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
for Armstrong.
spokeswoman.
Mayor Dave Armstrong has fired
After returning to police headfor
not
chief
the city's police
Sherrard's executive staff of quarters from the meeting with
telling him earlier that an awards nine commanders announced ThursArmstrong, Sherrard hugged officeremony %yould include honors day night they were resigning from
cers
and staff who crowded in the
for two offieers involved in a fatal their appointed positions and returnhalls.
shooting that prompted a grand ing to their civil-service rank. Under
"Don't do anything to disgrace
jury investigation.
orders of the mayor, their resig- yourself or your uniform because
Armstrong announced his deci- nations won't become effective for you're mad," Sherrard told the
sion Thursday night after meeting 30 days.
officers gathered around his office.
with Chief Gene Sherrard for 2
Tom Swicegood, an FOP attor- "I made a decision ... and I'm
1/2 hours. He said Sherrard vio- ney, told The Courier-Journal that going to live with that decision."
lated his trust by approving the the commanders would obey the
Officer Rick McCubbin, presiawards a month ago but waiting mayor's order because they want- dent of the Louisville Fraternal
until this week to tell the mayor ed to continue to maintain the Order of Police, said Sherrard has
about them.
professional standards of the depart- earned the respect and admiration
A police chief should be "forth- ment.
of the rank and file in his tenure
right when it comes to informaas chief. He said officers didn't
whirltouched
off
a
firing
The
tion that it is essential to my lead- wind of anger among police offi- understand what Sherrard had done
ing this city," Armstrong said.
cers. They converged en masse at wrong.
cbeering,..10P
ith-,-Sheffard'I. --poliesineedquarters ler rally Noun&. In addressing
Gel.-foes
' deputy Chief, was appointed act- 'their departing chief. More gath- membership Thursday night, Shering chief late Thursday night. He ered later at the Fraternal Order rard termed his firing "tremendously
will remain in the post for 30 of Police headquarters, chanting upsetting."
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The mayor skipped the awards
ceremony Wednesday, saying the
honors for officers Chris Horn and
Paul Kinkade were inappropriate.
."The decision to honor these
two was I think premature and
insensitive and I cannot condone
this action," he said Wednesday.
The awards were recommended .by
miftee and authorized by Sherrard,
a 23-year veteran of the force who
was appointed chief last April. The

recommendation came amid a grand
jury investigation into the officers'
fatal shooting of a teen-ager, which
outraged some in the city's black
community.
Horn and Kinkade were receiving The Exceptional Valor Award
for performing their duties in
extreme life-threatening situations.
They were among several officers
receiving awards.
The officers shot 18-year-old
Desmond Rudolph on May 13 as
he was attempting to flee in a
stolen vehicle that had become stuck
in an alley in the city's West End.
Rudolph died four days later.

Senate deletes reporting of11W names
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— People diagnosed with the virus that
causes AIDS would be reported
by a code, not by name, under a
bill the Kentucky Senate has passed.
"Name reporting" was the subject most ardently debated by a
task force that spent much of 1999
drafting recommendations on AIDS
and HIV, the human immunodeficiency virus.
Federal health officials were
pressuring Kentucky and several
other states to report HIV cases
by patient name instead of number. Proponents said it was the
only way to make HIV statistics
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reliable. Names were to be kept
confidential.
Opponents said people would
refuse to be tested for the virus,
lest insurance companies and
employers discover their names.
The bill introduced by Sen. Gerald Neal called for reporting cases
by patients' names. But Sen. Ernesto
Scorsone, D-Lexington, succeeded
in amending it to require reporting by "unique code" — a combination of initials, Social Security numbers, birth dates and the
like.
Scorsone said patients' names
could too easily be divulged.
"In an era of computers and

Farmers research
production practices
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OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
group of western Kentucly farmers is spending the weekend in
Florida, researching its vegetable
production practices.
They also will meet with at
least two brokerage firms that have
offered to help sell vegetables for
a local commercial venture.
About 25 farmers have been
discussing the possibilities of commercial vegetable production in
the region using marketers to help
sell the produce to groceries, said
Wayne Mattingly, Daviess County
extension agent for agriculture.
They have proposals from at
least two Florida firms and will
meet with them.
Six local farmers along with
Annette Meyer, Daviess County
extension agent for horticulture,
are making the trip. They will be
joined there by a staff member
from the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
"We're trying to learn more
about the companies and talk with
growers that work with them and
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what products they can move for
us," said Gary Cecil, a Daviess
County farmer who will be on the
trip.
Cecil, who grows potatoes commercially, said he is excited about
the potential. "It's something to
try to keep everyone on the farm
that wants," he said.
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the Internet, the notion of records
and privacy ... don't work too well
together," he said.
The bill also would require parents adopting a child to be given
any information on HIV and hepatitis
status. A 25-member
HIV/AIDS state advisory council
would be created to work with
the Cabinet for 'Health Services.
The cabinet would have to ensure
access to Spanish-speaking interpreters and provide grants to nonprofit AIDS clinics, among other
things.

The bill passed 36-1 with an
abstention Thursday and went to
the House.
Neal, D-Louisville, said 1,472
people are known to be living
with AIDS — acquired immune
deficiency syndrome — in Kentucky. The number with HIV is
at least 10 times greater, Neal
said.
"I have to tell you. This problem's getting worse," Neal said.
The legislation is Senate Bill
227.
oit
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IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
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RAILROAD DINING CAR FOOD
61.2N1.1312.9
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1:t31BEEPTALLTRAILATT
Dinner 4-7:30 pm • Thursday - Sunday
SUNDAY Open At 10 am • BREAKFAST BUFFET
State Route 80, Hardin, KY • 437-4200

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME
Let Us Show You How
Union Planters Bank,Firstar Bank,Peoples Bank of Murray,
Hopkinsville Savings Bank,Dees Bank of Hazel and
The Murray Bank
are offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two classes, March 21 and 28,
from 6 to 9 p.m. at Hopkinsville Savings Bank,
Seventh and Main Streets, Murray, Kentucky.

Learn About
Home Buying Process ;op
Loan Prequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance

$24,283

St. # 002901

1999 Ford Taurus Station Wagon
$14,276
St. # 001432
1999 Chevy Cavalier
$9,642
St. # 994813 4 DR
1999 Chevy S-10
$12,683
St. # 002781 V-6
1999 Chevy Blazer LT
$23,365
St. # 001021 4x4
1999 Olds Alero
$13,983
St. # 995091 4 DR
1999 Chevy Silverado Ext. Cab
$20,836
St. # 002061
1998 Chevy Astro Van
$16,985
St.# 00143.1
1998 Chevy Tahoe LT
$24,734
St. # 5321 4x4
1998 Toyota Tacoma
$12,986
St. # 995261
1997 Ford Probe
$8,963
St. # 001371
1997 Chrysler Town & Country Van
$16,468
St. # 002621
1997 Cadillac Deville
$21,614
St. # 991621
1997 Chevy Silverado
$13,888
St. # 993731
1997 Toyota Tacoma
$10,783
St. # 991501
1996 Dodge Ram 1500
$11,363
St. # 993861
1996 Cadillac Deville
$15,898
St. # 001961
1996 Cadillac Seville SLS
$21,263
St. # 991821
1996 Chevy S10 LS
$8,876
St. # 994681
1996 Chevy S10 Ext. Cab
$7,986
# 993181
1996 Toyota Tacoma

$10,896
$11,543

1995 Subaru Legacy
$6,998

St. # 985001

1995 Cadillac Deville
$13,996

St. # 991562

1994 Cadillac Deville
$9,998

St. # 995391

1994 Cadillac Deville
$9,283

St. # 992911

1994 Toyota Pickup
$6,898

St. # 993571
All Vehicles Suilect To Prior Silt'

'Whatever ft Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Compani,
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17tP
2420 E. Wood St.•Pans• 642.3900.1-830-3251229.
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2000 Dodge Ram Quad Cab

St. # 5257

KkvrtI
Hot sisi;

• -.

Quality
Used
Vehicles

1996 Honda Accord

To register, call Helen Foley at (270) 753-7921.
Wilma Billington at (270) 762-5237,
Stephanie McClard at (270) 767-2265,
Scarlet Orr at (270) 762-0404
Dwayne Fullcerson at (270) 492-8136 or
Susan Jones at (270) 753-5626.

11114 am.

Police fired 22 rounds into the
vehicle as the unarmed Rudolph
revved the engine in an attempt
to free the vehicle.
A grand jury cleared the officers of wrongdoing. but a followup investigation b) Public Safety
Director Col. Ronald A. Ricucci
outlined numerous errors surrounding the incident.
According to the report, the two
officers failed to secure the stolen
vehicle before knocking on the
door where Rudolph was staying.
Officers also failed to cover the
back entrance, where he made his
escape that led to the shootiny

St. 995231 4x4

Don't pass up this free opportunity to learn how to be a
successful homeowner.

Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated
Press, Kentucky
Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Association
The
Associated
Publishers
Press is exclusively entitted to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times
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But, obviously buoyed by the
outpouring of rank-and-file support, Sherrard told his appreciative officers: "This is something I
will take to my grave ... the way
you officers have stood up like
this.
"I am deeply, deeply proud of
you all," he said. "You are the
best. Don't let anyone ever tell
you different."
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FROM OUR READERS
Readers applaud
posting column
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WE ARE ON THE VERGE OF A REAT SREAKTNRouGHI iF
we CAN aisT GET ELEcTED TC) ENouGN TERMS, WE cAN
PASS THe L-1 L-TIMA-M'..

A TAX ON TAXeS

Religious Right emerges
CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
know how Christians are supposed
to behave.
Columnist E.J. Dionne Jr.
lamented that Bush's effort to
"transform the definition of conservative Christian politics". has
been damaged by Christian conservatives in South Carolina who
may have delivered him into temptation: "...the revolution in -Christian conservatism that once seemed
possible has foundered on the hard
rocks of the McCain challenge and
interest-group politics. We may
have to wait another four years
before the word Christian is associated in politics, as it's supposed
to be in other parts of life, with
civility and a decent regard for
the other guy."
What a rebuke!
Columnist David Broder noted
the absurdity of so Many people
claiming that different candidates
were "God's choice" for president.
Some of the conservative religious
prophets backed Alan Keyes. others Bush and still others McCain.
All seemed to have discerned God's
will in the matter (McCain was
said to have been spared death in
Vietnam so that God could have
him run for president).
Yet, as Lincoln noted when
receiving conflicting advice about
whose side God was on in the
Civil War, all sides could not be
simultaneously right;
Christian conservative leaders
are using the tools of the world
in an attempt to impose a moral
code and worldview that many
non-Christians and even some

Nancy L. Cooney, 416 Chantilly Dr., Murray,
KY 42071
-Jo Vereycken, 657 Wright Road, Murray, KY
42071
Jean Groves, 1606 Locust Dr., Murray, KY
42071
Lois Ruiz, 625 Wright Road, Murray, KY
42071

A 172K crisis center

,

Like a terminally ill patient who
awakens from a coma prior to his
ultimate demise, the Christian political right showed renewed strength
in the South'Carolina Republican
primary by backing the winner.
George W. Bush.
But at what cost?
People who are supposed to
serve a higher kingdom that is
-not of this world," and an unelected King who does not seek the
approval of any electorate in order
to exercise true power, have shown
that they can get down and dirty
with the best of the pagans before
whom they are supposed to be
setting an example and pointing
the way to God.
Consery alive religious "leaders"
blast-faxed and e-mailed their South
Carolina constituents in an orchestrated !informational" campaign
designed to smear Sen. John
McCain.
They brought up his first marriage. his alleged affairs, his sometimes bad language, his meeting
with the Log Cabin Republicans
and, by association, "his softness
on gays"(who have replaced Communists as the Religious Right's
No. 1 enemy).
They also excoriated Gary Bauer
for his "sellout" - for bolting from
the pack and endorsing McCain
while virtually all of the conservative religious leaders have hitched
their political horses to the wagon
of George W. Bush.
Even if all of the allegations
against McCain and Bauer are true.
the question is whether people
who are supposed to be communicating the love of God did so
by bashing McCain and Bauer in
such an un-Christian manner.
Some not associated with religious conservatisiin don't think so.
While not practicing the kind of
religion (or politics) embraced by
religious rightists, outsiders at least

Geraldine L. Mellon, 223 Whitetail Lane,
Murray, KY 42071

Dear Editor:
Constance Alexander's recent column,"Too Many
Questions" is one of the best pieces writtetr‘anywhere- - on the silbject of mandating - Ten Cornmandments in Kentucky classrooms.
The distorted thinking of Sen. Robinson she
eloquently addresses would be funny if not so
alarming.
"Them and us" thinking is not only offensive,
it is dangerous in any guise, especially cloaked in
religious fervor.
Wasn't "them and us" the motivation of young
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school killers?
high

WASHINGTON (AP) — Born
out of fear that the New Year's
AP ANALYSIS
date rollover would wreak havoc
on the world's computers, the government's $50 million Y2K command center isn't commanding
much these days.
TED BRIDIS
The Y2K threat fizzled, and the
Associated Press Writer
computerized crisis center, located
nondescript
of
a
on the .8th floor
and banking systems — from elecdowntown building a few blocks
tronic assaults, technical failures
from the White House, is preparor natural disasters.
ing to close by month's end. Its
The Y2K monitoring network,
final task was watching for any
which
won high praise among parcomputers stumbling over leap day
ticipants,
appears an obvious eleearlier this week.
that
plan. But still in its
ment
of
Now the government is trying
the watch effort
formative
stages,
with
•
what
to
do
to. figure out
among
agencies that
is
spread
some $9 million in equipment that
General
Services
include
the
filled khe center, including highAdministration,
Commerce
and Jusend coibputers, expensive - plasma
National
departments
and
the
tice
screens
and
digital
maps
conference
Security Council.
showing global time zones.
A decision had been expected
"You have to remember this
this
week from the White House
place started at ground zero," said
John Koskinen, President Clinton's Office of Management and Budget, but the choice is "more comtop Y2K expert.
There is general consensus that plicated than it might otherwise
the impressive network the gov- appear," Koskinen said. "There are
ernment built to closely monitor different options and alternatives
the nation's most important com- that have both cost implications
puter systems shouldn't be dis- as well as operating implications."
GSA, for example, runs the
mantled at a fire sale.
Incident
Computer
Indeed, Washington is in the Federal
midst of a close self-examination Response Capability, dubbed Fedover how it can protect the coun- CIRC, which answers pleas from
try's critical computer networks — agencies that have been hacked or
such as power, communications electronically overwhelmed

Christians do not share.
To the extent that lay people
wish to indulge in this they are
free to do so, misguided though
they may be, but when those who
are ordained or otherwise claim
to speak for God do IL they are
settling for the mess of pottage
that is politics and demeaning
themselves and their faith in the
process.
One leader of a major Christian organization recently justified
some of the outrageous claims
made in direct-mail fund-raising letters this way: "The left does it."
I wasn't aware that the pagan left
had replaced biblical principles in.._
setting the agenda for the Christian 'church.
Both the religious and secular
left have erred in their own public comments and equally outrageous fund-raising appeals. Conservative Christians aren't a threat
to the state. They're a threat to
themselves when they adopt the
worldly tactics of those who appear
to prefer political power to real
power.
One power changes occupants
in Washington. The other changes
hearts and lives. There is nothing
in their political behavior that would
compel people who do not believe
in the God they claim to worship
to begin a journey in search of
Him.
Since Satan is described in scripture as an "angel of light" and a
"counterfeit," is it possible they
might be unwittingly in the employ
of the wrong kingdom?

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
vide quality education for their children.
Finding that common ground will only happen
when parents and teachers have a solid understanding of what role religion will play in the
education of children.

The Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
It says something about the state of Kentucky
politics when during a General Assembly in which
the governor has proposed a tax increase much of
the energy among legislators has dealt with the
Ten Commandments.
The interpretation of this portion of the First
Amendment — "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ..." — is the fulcrum of the prayer-in-school debate, a veritable
continental divide that has caused two factions of
people to head in opposite directions.
How far those sides differ and how little they
understand each other has become apparent as legislators scramble to find a palatable way to get
the Ten Commandments posted in public schools.
The difficulty in settling this issue is that rational thought is not making the loudest noise.
Opponents to posting the Ten Commandments
are derided as Christian-bashers who refuse to connect the decay in morality with the lack of public prayer.
Proponents are branded as religious zealots who
care little for the protections afforded those who
do not follow Christian teachings.
But it may just be possible to interject some
well-reasoned discussion into this debate from, of
all places, the U.S. Department of Education.
Public schools throughout the nation are being
sent guidelines on the role religion can play in
public school, including advice for teachers, parents and churches.
The guidelines are based on principles reached
in a 1995 consensus with 35 different religious groups.
As a letter from Education Secretary Richard
W. Riley says. "Leaders on both sides of this
debate have lowered their voices, retreated from
the polarizing language of the last three decades
and worked diligently together to find a common
ground.The zeal to post the Ten Commandments is not
bringing all parents and teachers together to pro-

The Independent, Ashland
An attorney general's opinion has said that the
Kentucky General Assembly can allow school districts to conduct voter referendums on curriculum
matters.
However, that doesn't mean such votes would
be advisable.
Indeed, the best way to thwart the free flow of
ideas that are essential to quality education is to
have what is taught in our schools determined by
popular vote.
Referendums on such hot-button issues as school
prayer, the displaying of the Ten Commandments,
evolution and sex education would not improve
the quality of instruction in our schools.
Instead, they would further politicize the education of our children and squelch the rights of
the minority.
Yes, majority rules in a democracy, but a truly
free society also protects the rights of the minority.
Granting the minority the right to speak their
views, publish their own publications, meet openly, have their day in court and other basic freedoms is the primary purpose of the Bill of Rights.
In an opinion requested by Legislative Research
Division Director Bobby Sherman, Assistant Attorney General Jennifer Carrico said the Kentucky
Constitution allows the legislature to authorize referendums on "matters pertaining to common schools."
Sherman said he requested the opinion with no
particular legislation in mind.
Let's not turn the education over to popular
vote.
Instead, allow the free flow of ideas in our
schools in hopes that in the marketplace of ideas.
truth will win out.
•

Letter policy...
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Letters must he brief. We
reserve the right to condense
or reject any letter.
Send letters to P.O. Box
I 040. Murray, Ky. 42071. They
may also he faxed to (592)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mitt murrayledger.com
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The Critical Infrastructure Assurance Office, a part of the Commerce Department, studies the government's own risks in relying on
outside commercial networks. Justice oversees the FBI's National
Infrastructure Protection Center.
which monitors attempts at cyber
espionage, terrorism and hacking.
On thing is certain: Koskinen
won't be taking an official role
After leading the nation's Y2K
preparations for nearly two years.
he's considering his next job but
is confident it won't be in the
federal government.
At the end of his final news
conference this week, Koskinen's
technical crew flashed an image
on those expensive plasma conference screens showing him and
his colleagues walking into a sunset.
"I've often said, sometimes with
pleasure depending on the day,
that I have one of the few sunsetting jobs in the government,"
Koskinen said.
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Robert(Robbie)Thomas Naulty

George William Barnes Sr.
George William Barnes Sr., Evansville, Ind., formerly of Cadiz, died
Wednesday, March I, 2000, at 4:22 a.m. at Brentwood Nursing Home,
Evansville.
He had retired as a line foreman for Bailey Lumber Co., Cadiz, after 25
years of service. A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of
Bloomfield Baptist Church, Cadiz.
His wife, Mrs. Mary Katherine Barnes, died Nov. 14, 1985. Also preceding him in death were one son, Robert Curtis taylor, one sister, Mary
Louise Barnes, and two brothers, Frank Barnes and Clemon Barnes. Born
Jan. 30, 1922, in Cadiz, he was the son of the late William Barnes and Lucille Mayes Barnes.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Bettye L. Barnes, Louisville, and
Mrs. Kathy Radford and husband, Rev. Charles, Clarksville, Tenn.; three
sons, Clemon Barnes and wife, Lawana, Muncie, Ind., and George Barnes
Jr. and wife, Annette, and Richard Barnes Sr. and wife, Rosalee, all of
Evansville, Ind.; one brother, Clarence Barnes and wife, Cora, Muncie,
Ind.; 19 grandchildren; 28 great-grandchildren; several relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Bloomfield Baptist Church,
Cadiz. The Rev. Eddie Brown Sr. will officiate and the Rev. Charles W.
Radford will give the eulogy. Burial,wilLfollow in the U.B..f. Cemetery,
Cadiz, with arrangements by Trinity Funeral Home,Paris, Tenn.
Visitation will be at Bloomfield Baptist Church, Cadiz, from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight(Friday).
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42071
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42071
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Robert(Robbie) Thomas Naulty, 20, Mockingbird Drive, Murray, died
Thursday, March 2, 2000, at 12:30 a.m. in a car accident at the intersection
of Highways 1828 and 783 in Calloway County.
A 1997 graduate of Murray High School, he was a 1999 graduate of
Nashville Auto Diesel College. He was employed as a mechanic for Peppers Chrysler-Dodge, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Naulty had received his Eagle Scout award in Boy Scouting and
was a member of First United Methodist Church. He was born Aug. 11,
1979, in Philadelphia, Pa.
Survivors include his parents, Dr. Stuart 4sIaulty and Cheryl Stuckey
Naulty, one sister, Alicia Naulty, and one brother, Christopher Naulty, all
of Murray; his grandparents, Ralph Naulty, Reading, Pa., and Jack and Jo
Anne Stuckey, Mifflingburg, Pa.
A memorial service will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel willofficiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Sunday.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, DOC...Holly Bloodworth greets and entertains a group of youngsters in the Calloway County Public Library meeting room during Thursday night's Dr: Seuss
birthday party.

GOLF CARTS

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
2-6-2
Pick 4:
3-9-7-5

Man hurls dog into traffic
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —
Weeks after she saw her dog hurled
onto a busy freeway in a bizarre
case of road rage, Sara McBurnett still can't get the picture out
of her mind.
McBurnett told police she was
driving to the airport to pick up
her husband Feb. 11 when a man
in a black truck cut her off. She
said she was unable to avoid tapping his rear bumper.
The damage was minimal, but
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the man jumped out of his truck
and began berating her. When she
rolled down her window, the man
reached inside, grabbed Leo, her
10-year-old Bichon Frise, and threw
him into three lanes of traffic,
McBurnett said. Leo was struck
and killed by a car.
"I keep seeing his little body

going under the Car. He made a
sound I've never heard before,"
she said. "My heart is broken."
As of Thursday evening, San
Jose police had not found the man
or his truck.
After hearing her story, listeners of KG0 radio in San Francisco pledged $40,000 for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the driver.
"All anybody wanted to talk
about was the dog," program director Ken Berry said. "People started calling and begging us where
they could send donations."
Police are pursuing the incident
as a case of animal cruelty, but
said they have few leads.
Meanwhile, McBurnett said she
is devastated by the loss.
"Now I keeping having flashbacks," she said.
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EVENING
Pick 3:
6-3-8
Pick 4:
3-4-8-9
Cash 5:
2-11-16-27-28

Sponsored By:

• Electric & Gas Carts
• Farm & Garden use
• Service all brands

Bridgestone • Firestone
al • Goodyear
ummit

'14111

Open:
Mon. -Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-noon

759-0850
2 1/2 mile South of Murray on 641

3475 Hwy 641 South
Murray, KY

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

Services will be held Saturday, March
4th, 11 a.m. at Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for Boyd J. McClure.
Dad passed away Wednesday, March
1st after a short battle with cancer
Dad worked for many years at the
State Highway Dept. where he made
many good friends who were there for
him up until God called him home.
Dad enjoyed the great outdoors, aft(
retiring in 1995 he enjoyed life, hunting, trading dogs, and looking for good conversation. He was a true country gentleman at
heart.
Preceding him in death were wife Dorothy McClure, mother
Cornelia McClure,father Boyd McClure. Survivors include two
daughters, Debbie Brown and husband Mike, Shari McClure,
one son, Greg McClure, four grandchildren, Brian McClure,
Joseph Brown, Chris McClure and Justin McClure, one sister
Imogene Ogg and husband Jack.
Daddy you will be missed by many but especially by your children.
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Adam Ray Duncan

The funeral for Adam Ray Duncan will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Bras* and Dr. Todd
Buck will officiate. Music will be by family members.
Pallbearers will be Jason Underhill, Brad Duncan, Jason Pound.
Wesley England, Chris 'Duncan and Jeff Bogard. Burial will follow in the
New Providence Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Duncan, 21, Crabtree Road, Murray, died Wednesday, March I
2000, about 3 a.m. in an auto accident on Highway 94 East, Murray.
Employed by a transport company, he was a 1996 graduate of Call(,
way County High School and a member of Elm Grove Baptist ChuiLli
Born June 4, 1978, in Calloway County, he was preceded in death by hi.
father, Leo Ray Duncan.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Joyce Underhill Duncan, two sis
ters, Misty Duncan and Angel Duncan, and his grandmother, Mrs. Lorene
Underhill, all of Murray.

Concealed
weapons bill
stalls in House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill to prohibit concealed weapons
in fire stations has stalled after
sparking heated opposition from
some gun-rights advocates.
Rep. J.R. Gray, D-Benton, said
the proposal would interfere with
the rights of Kentuckians who
obtain permits to carry concealed
weapons.
Gray and others with similar concerns were successful Thursday in
having the House Local Government Committee delay action on
the proposal.

ay, KY
42071
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104 Maple
Murray, KY
753-3161
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Hours
7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat.

CCP/1441P4111/V I/

If you want the BEST in tools and service, stop in
Murray Lumber Company. We are here to serve you.
our customers. Locally owned and operated.

S
ale
NEW FOR 2000

HITACHI
IPIDVVER TOC3L_S.

POWER TOOLS & AIR GUNS
•

mk their
T1 opensic freef Rights.
Research
,nt AttorKentucky
Drize refschools."
with no

Investments Since 1854.
Prices as
of 9 a.m.
1153.uric
14%+
22'16 .
71'.-

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.10335.86 + 169.39
25
.16 +I•
Air Products

popular

54'4+%
AT&T
45% + 1%.
Bell South
32% +%,
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....52
14--•
Caterpillar
35% +%
i.:*•
.
-•**".
Daimler Chrysler
63%, 1%
25% +flis
Dean Foods
75%. I%
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar
13%4.'4
41%
.1.4••• Ford Motor
General Electric ..138% +
General Motors
75'.+
23'is
!n• C-10 Goodrich
Goodyear
>Ski 1, • HopFed Bank* 10% II 11%A
IBM
,LiA4
Ingersoll Rand
kV*+`
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged
4
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Our lips/ hires/men/ is 1.011.

4KE:!4).f4 'riS
,;• •
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of ideas,
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Editor

•

Intel
Kroger
LG & E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart
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7-1/4" Circular Saw

10" Compound
Miter Saw

Framing Nailer

2 H.P. Air
Compressor

Framing Nailer
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Shop Early For
Best Selection!
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With S90 00 Bonus FREE
Includes Extra Battery, Plug-in
Adapter/Charger, No Mar Tip
'Limited Quantities

27% +).
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641 SUPER SHELL

OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
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Owner - Max McCuiston
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WOW Firegate litiorMON

• 30tadnoto
Caordiowasettlat
- Individual worhoot_ _ALL levels fatalism
itch and throat.
• Women only,ho
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Kickboxing For Fun & Fitness

L.3 Olive Blvd. • Itlairr

UNLEASH YOUR POTENTIAL

753-6656 • Chestnut St.

Nobody can protect your

Cakes and More

AUTO
HOME
bettet than we can!

Birthdays•Weddings•Anruversaries
Corporate Events

Look to us for quality Home & Auto Insurance
coverage. low rates, attractive discounts and fast,
fair claims service Call us today!

WIOccasion Cakes and Catenng

or

any

Now Booking Weddings
& Rehearsal Dinners

star* Auto
insurance

Van Haverstoc.

License #61656

Leigh Ann
Steely Grady
(270) 753-1159

237 Tobacco Rd.
Murray, KY
42071

Haverstock
and
211 S. 12th

Suiter

753-3415

Good Luck Racers!

e-

Good Luck
From All Your Friends

Kentucky L
Oil Compal

Good Luck Racers
from

STATE AUTO

753-3362
r-

Slate Auto
National
Can Help!

Contact your
independent State
Auto agent today!

• Residential
• Commercial
•Service Repair

.4reeepie ee- me •

Have you ever
had trouble
getting auto
insurance?

McNutt
Insurance
118 South
r)
5th St.
Murray
7654461

Sh
622 South 4th
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THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St.

753-5719

RACERS

MOVIE WORLD \la
.SUPERSTORE )1
% EVERYDAY SPECIAL
c - All Movies -

1

,3 195

:

For

I.

Keep for 2 days

JR

•

753-7670
Centr.1
Shopping
Urn'.

Saa•Tbrir.
11111
FrL & Sat
16-12

Sales & Rentals

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

SF—Alle(It)11

a .7.t-e,ttt,„1i3O, pi../

Planning for the Future?
Woodmen's IRAs and tax-deferred
annuity prbaults are smart ways
—^
to save for your retirement.
James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple. Murray
753-8546

Woodmen
of the World
Ile Insurance Six let
Mum.. OM,. Oman.

Good Luck.
Racers!
BUFFET.

f

641S
NTr
Hwy.
Bel-Air Ctr.• Murray
e

753-0440

Supporting Racer
Basketball

U-11

The

urray Bank
How Banking Should Be

•

1000 Whitnell Avenue, Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC
immumummagmllat

Any Pizza, Any Size,
Any Toppings

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

entucky Lake
)il Compan

HARLAP1

•10 Minute Oil Change
Most major Brands
•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

Automotive
Discount
1for MSU Student
s

eric-o'hio

G

r.I2 4th St. • Murray

Shell

We Accept Any
Competitors'Coupon
01999 Domino's Paz& Inc Coupon not valid with any mher orer Oft,
y•licl with coupon only Valid at participating etoree only Pnclie
vary Custtorner pays males tax where applicable Our dnvere carry
than $20 Cash •alue l/20. Limn.. VIVO°

Locally Owned & Operated
507 S. 12th
Five Points
759-1529
759-2265
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Christian Scott Lawson

•••

-..,••••••••

Ashley. Henderson and Justin Lawson are the parents of a son.
Christian Scott Lawson, born on Monday. Jan. 17. 2000. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 10 ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches.
Maternal grandparents .are Bobby and Debbie Hopkins of Murray
and Steve Henderson of Phoenix, Ariz.
"Ntantra -I wvrin - -et .S,1
Pafertir gits'iihdparedt5 •alte-'eftveland
field.
Maternal great-grandparents are Earl and Frances Crick and'Robett
and Eva Hopkins. all of Murray. and Guy' and Stella Henderson and
the late Wilmuth Henderson of Calvert City.
Paternal great-grandparents are Bertha and Darr I Truelove and the
late Henry Boles, all of Mayfield. and Lora Lawson ‘..nd the late
Lawrence Lawson of South Haven. Mich.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Jordan Blair Rickman
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Rickman of 747 Wisv.'ell Rd. West. Murray.
are the parents of a daughter. Jordan Blair Rickman. horn on Sunday. Feb. 20. 2000, at 7:46 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 14 oiinces and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Dolly Le'Ann Bogard.
Grandparents are Carla Elkins. and Nancy Bogard and Larry Bogard. all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Jimmy and Elna Rickman. Betty Jane Morris, Mary Bogard. and Carlos and Linda Elkins. all of Murray. and
Lloyd. and Katie Weatherly of Tuscaloosa. Ala.

"Peter Cottontail"
March 7th, 8th & 9th
Hop Into Easter Wan Live
Bunnies In A Spring
Call Today'

753-7050

Hwy. 121 N. Bypass• Murray, KY

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
g
1
4
0

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

OPEN
1 ,11410 WEEKENDS'
0
4t

Hoffman's
Inc.

Hwy. 94 East
Murray. KY. 759-4512

Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sundays
(ii April

"ry v:en you get a
plus on your test...

The Houghton family put feet to their convictions at the
LifeHouse Walk-for-Life. Join them at this year's Walk March
25 at the Calloway County High School track. Registration
begins at 9:30 a.m.

LifeHouse plans walk
According to a 1999 Gallup
Poll, only- 27 percent of Americans would allow abortion for real
sons other than rape. incest or the
mother's life.
If you are with the 73 percent
of people w ho believe abortion
should be rare. now is your chance
to put feet to your convictions.Join
others at the LifeHouse Pregnancv Care __Center's . Walk-for-Life
March 25,
LifeHouse provides practical
help and emotional support for
those affected by unplanned pregnancy- so they do not feel that
abortion is the only way out.
For those regretting an abortion decision. -Lifellouse offers a
post-abortion program.
This year's Walk-for-Life theme
is Isaiah 52:7. "How beautiful are
the feet of those who bring good

news.-

The Walk will be held at the
Calloway County High School's
track with registration beginning
at 9:30 a.m.
Every participant who raises
$50 or more will receive a Walkfor-Life T-shirt. Prizes to be given
away include CDs. videos, books,
gift certificates, magazines and
more. Games are also planned.
Lunch will be served following'
the walk.
A special event this year is a
memorial lap with 27 area pastors and church representatives carrying a cross for each year abortion has been legal in America.
Start collecting your sponsorships today. Forms are available
at LifeHouse or on the web at
www.LHouse.org. Call for further
information.

The exhibits shown at the Calloway County Public Library
continue to amaze me at the expertise shown in the finished
items offilbited.'- Now being shown in a showcase in the lobby and in another showcase as you enter the main library are cross stitch
framed works by Carolyn Adams, former bookmobile librarian
for,the public library.
The intricate work of these special pieces of art is amazing.
One of the pieces is about birds framed in a bird's nest with
a red bird placed at the top of the nest.
Carolyn is also talented in many other ways. I especially
remember her presentation of a program of illustrating how to
decorate empty cans and canisters to use in the home at a club
meeting.
Drop by the library and see these special exhibits. Library
hours are 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
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Temple Hill lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east
of Almo. The "Bobby Knight" fish dinner, previously planned has
been postponed to a later date as the candidate, scheduled for his
Master Mason degree, will be unable to attend. J.H. Hall, master,
urges all members to attend the meeting and to note the earlier
time.
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Registration planned for classes
Registration for Murray City Schools' Enrichment classes will
be Monday and Tuesday from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the board
room at the Murray Board of Education, 208 South 13th St., Murray.
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CCHS meeting on Monday
A Project Graduation 2000 meeting for all senior parents and
guardians of Calloway County High School Class of 2000 will be
. Monday at 6 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All prents are urged to
attend in support of this special event for the seniors.
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West View lists activities
Special activities planned for the residents of West View Nursing Home include Scotts Grove Baptist Church Fellowship at i0
a.m. and Music Hour Station II at 2 p.m. on Saturday; Sunday
School at 9:45 a.m. and Billy Lovett's Country Gospel Group at
2:30 p.m. on Sunday; Art Class at 10 a.m. and Baseball Game at
2 p.m. on Monday.

\

Singles plan events

Mize celebrates birthday
Tristan Ally sa MIic celebrated
her third birthday ‘k ith a party at
Pagliai's on Feb. 14. Valentine's
Day.

ida(
RegistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to
Ashley Cain
tl
bride-elect of
Wesley Morefield
join our
bridal registry.

to

"Scooby Doo" was the theme
of the party.
Tristan's special guests were
Alex Weinert. Katie Grayson, Haley
Freezer, Taylor Conner and Sarah
and Rachel Morgan.
Her birthday party was also
celebrated by her family and
friends.
Tristan is the daughter of Lannie and Amy Mize of Murray.
Her grandparents are Rickey
and Kathy Alexander, Micheal and
Pam Shelton and kick and Reba
Harris.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the Market
House Theater and dinner at Paducah on Saturday. The group will
meet at JCPenney parking lot at 5 p.m. The SOS is a support
group for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married.
For information call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-2477754.

Board meeting on Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club is scheduled
to meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Lois Pharris, president, urges all members to attend.

Lodge meeting on Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. Joe Lasater, master, urges
all Masons to attend.

Audio presentation Monday
The biography of Alexander the Great, military leader, will be
presented by audio for the Literature Group on Monday at 12:10
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Linda Kelly is the discussion leader.

Four Rivers Friends will meet

Pieriimport&

Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway County Public Library. All musicians and listeners are invited. For more information call Velvaleen at 753-6969
or Jack at 753-1752.

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851

Parents Anonymous will meet
Parents Anonymous will meet Monday at 6 p.m. For more information about the organization and place of the meeting call 753008.2.

Wrestling scheduled Saturday

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

We are with you
every step of the way!
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Birthing Center g
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At Jackson Purchase Medical ('entcr
Exceptional
Just off the

Piircluise ParklY ay at Exit 24 • 1-X(N)-2c1-1099

My Dog Skip
PG - 1:00 - 3:00 - 7:00 - 9:00
What Planet Are You From
R - 1:10 - 3:30 - 7:1 - : 0
Ike Next Best Thing
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:40- 7:15 - 9:40
Reindeer Games
R- 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25 - 9:3T,
The Whole Nine Yards
R - 1:05 - 3:20' 7:0") - 9 2i
Hanging Up
PG13 - 7:00 - 9:00
Snow Day
PG - 1:25 - 3:25 - 7:25 • 9:25
The Tigger Movie
G- 1:20 - 3:10
Call 753-3314

TRISTAN MIZE

Old School Wrestling Federation will present Wrestling Saturday
at Hardin Community Center, Hardin. Admission will be charged.

Bluegrass concert tonight
Jackson Purchase Friends of Bluegrass will feature Randall Hylton in a one man show of music tonight (Friday) at 7:30 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center auditorium.

Laker 2000 yearbooks being ordered

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
*Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
*Rental Car Discounts (15` nth
*State Park Hotel Discounts 115-0 oft!
•EyegtassContacts Discounts 160`. off)
'Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Nladorder Drug Discount
•A D1 Security Systerncree In

Orders for Laker 2000 yearbooks of Calloway County High
School are now being taken through next Tuesday. The cost will
he one payment of $18 or two payments of $10 each for a total
of $20. Persons should only buy yearbooks from the yearbook staff
or Glenn Leckie. adviser.

Dixi•land Shopping Conter
(Behind Hankies on Chestnut St)

ALSO INCLUDED...
.51 500 Accidental Death Policy
'Free F stale Planning
'Competitive Insurance Prorturt,
Auto Home Farm Health L fr

753-4703
:;111 South 4th Strei-t

767-9111

CELLTOUCH,inc.
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McCuiston named to book
Francie McCuiston has been
named to Who's who Among Student in American Universities and
Colleges.
She is one of 52 students selected)for the national publication
from
Lipscomb
University,
Nashville, Tenn.
This was based on academic
extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.
McCuiston, a graduate of Heath
High School, is majoring in organizational communication at Lipscomb.
She is the daughter of Kent
and Karen McCuiston of West
Paducah. Her grandparents are Lou
McGary Hitzler and the late Victor Learon McGary, and of W.D.
McCuiston and the late Frances
McCuiston, all of Murray.
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CHARACTER AWARDS - Winners of February's character
awards-j;for honesty at Eastwbod---Christien- Aeademy were,
from left, Meagan Overbey for grades nine through 12, Marcus Harrell for grades five through eight, and Kayla Andrus,
winner for grades one through four. Principal Joey Adair is
pictured behind Harrell.

Suburban club meets
Pat Rogers and Sue Adams were
hostesses for the meeting of the
Suburban Homemakers Club held
Feb. 14 at 7 p.m. at the Rogers'
home.
"Simply Beautiful" was the
theme of the lesson presented by
Rachel Hendon.
She said " choosing simplicity
involves clearing away clutter that
detracts from the true purpose of
one's life. It means taking a fresh
look at what you really value and
making sure you are spending your

time, energy and money to support those goals."
Seven members answered the
roll call by each naming a different president in honor of Presidents' Day.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Hendon.
The club planned a work day
for turbans on Feb. 21 at the home
of Mrs. Rogers.
The next regular meeting will
be March 13 at the home of Sue
Adams.

Ngeorge Karanja, teacher at
Jane Cothran read a poem,
Murray High School, was the speak- "Friendship," as the thought for
er for Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta the day.
Kappa at its meeting Feb. 21 at
An initiation ceremony was held
the home of Janet Dees.
for Janis Hicks.
Karanja spoke about his native
The Altrustic project was the
country, Kenya: He showed a video Heart Fund with $78 collicted.
which he had made, titled "The
Present were 18 members. - *
Real Africa," In which he porHostesses for the mohth were
trayed the customs, lifestyles and Juana Dodson, Linda Feltner, Patrischools of Kenya.
cia' Lassiter and Ms. Dees.
He also showed many examThe next meeting will be March
-Oki' of art from his country.
11 at 9 a.m. at The Murray Ledger
The speaker was introduced by & Times for a program on :Meet
Marlene Beach, program chairman. the Press."

CLUB BRUNCH - Billie Cash, right, was guest speaker and
_guest soloist at_jhe February _brunch,. of Christian Women's
0613 at CalloWay Inn. At left is Aowina Wilburn, club chairman.

Cash and Ainley featured
at Women's Club event
Billie Cash of Cordova, Tenn., sented the special feature on "Crewas the featured speaker at the ating Special Gift Cards." She
February brunch of Christian illustrated with ways to create the
Women's Club of Murray held cards and had many of them on
Feb. 18 at 10 a.m. at Calloway display. She was introduced by
Inn Restaurant.
Lavonia Rowland, special feature
Mrs. Cash, wife of Ray Cash chairman.
Jr., a retired navy captain, shared
Rowina Wilburn, club chairher experiences as a wife, moth- man,
presided. Reports were given
er, and experiences working in by Effie
Kemp and Kimber Hale.
radio, theater and television. She
Allene Knight played the piano
has been a speaker for Christian's
for a part of the program.
Women's Club for meetings,
Name tags were made by Netretreats and conventions.
tie
Bennett and prayer favors and
The speaker related events
before, during and after the reign decorations were by Nancy Rice.
of her daughter, Kelly Cash, a Ann -Stanley and Shirley Tate were
in charge of registration.
former Miss America.
The club will have a brunch
Special music was also preSented
by Mrs. Cash who sang "Rain- on March 17 from 10 a.m. to
drops Keep Falling" and "Written noon at Calloway Inn.
Reservations must be made by
in Red."
March
IS by calling Freda Lovett
; Jeri-Kay Sager. music chairman,
introduced Mrs. Cash. Mrs. Sager at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at 753also announced a Friendship Bible 4683. Cancellations may be made
Coffee to start March 3 at her through March 16.
home.
A free nursery is provided for
Penny Ainley of Murray pre- preschool children.

Buddy Campaign 2000

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE
he Market
group will
a support
er married
1-270-247-

scheduled
arris, pres-

will meet
aster, urges

:er, will be
y at 12:10
is the dis-

p.m. in the
s and list 753-6969

more inforg call 753-

ng Saturday
• • charged

andall Hyl:30 p.m. at

red
.unty

High
C cost will
for a total
:rbook staff

al t.. wir
3/i 2/00

You have an opportunity to make
a BIG difference...one child at a time.
Please give when asked!

* •

May 5th
Roy Stewart Stadium

Seeking Business Partners
GALAXY

Booming Internet Income!
Profit by offering Internet Service
in your community
We will make your company or school an ISP.
Galaxy handles all equipment,customer sign-up,and billing.
You simply lend your "brand" and marketing services.

Excellent Residual Income!
. Call Today!
Partner Program
317-802-3985 ext.116
httn://home.galaxyinternet.net

Internet Access
561( Unmetered
Internet Access

3 POP Mailboxes
5 Meg Homepage

1-888-291-6221
offer code#G1-0464-1009-0000

Primary Care Medical Center

We're located inside your
local Murray Sears store

Sears Hearing Aid
Centers have
arrived in Murray!
Our new full-service hearing center at Sears features a complete line
of Miracle-Ear' products! Complete hearing services include:

Free Hearing
Tests*

1 Free Hearing Aid
Cleaning

Hearing Aid
Service and Repair
All makes and
models tvelconit'

Hearing Aid
Batteries and
more!

Free Hearing Tests° available with your local Sears
Hearing Aid Center representative, Friday, March all
Free Hearing Test
appointments are
available for
Friday, March r
with our Sears
Hearing Aid
.•
Center representative. Call today to schedule your Free
Hearing Test appointment.

FREE
Hearing Test*
Receive a FREE, no-obligation hearing
test on March 3rd.
'Hearing test always free Not a medical exam Hearing
'Po roned lnr nr,rw /,`01,tiat.nr, salPrt,r, nnly

SEARS

Free Batteries

Hearing Aid Centers

Buy 1, Get 1 FREE
Battery Special

Murray
Located inside the Murray Sears store
Belair Shopping Center
270-753-2310

1
r Charger
minks
per math
'.F..

FRANCIE MCCUISTON

This Sears Heal tric Aid department operates limited hours only
dopontment times Nadal* now for March 3—call anytime to sched
ore appornIments kit future dales at Mrs locator,

Kim Byars,ARNP
Family Nurse Practitioner
The physicians and staff at Primary Care
Medical Center are proud to announce the association of Kim Byars, ARNP as a Nurse
Practitioner. As a Nurse Practitioner, Kim
received instruction in the diagnosis and treatment of patients in both an outpatient and an
inpatient setting. She will be working closely with
h hysicians as a trained professional provider
o rimary care.
Kim received her Master of Science Degree in
Nursing in the Family Nurse Practitioner Track
at Murray State University in 1999. She graduated summa cum laude from the Nurse Practitioner program, and she is a graduate of the
Murray State University nursing program. Kim is a native of Graves County. She resides in
Murray with her husband, Bud,and her son, Chris. Prior to completing her Nurse Practitioner
training, Kim was an emergency room nurse for thirteen years. Kim comps to Primary Care
Medical Center with well-diversified training in preventing, diagnosing, and treating illnesses
of a primary care nature.
The physicians and staff are excited to have Kim Byars, ARNP join them in the practice of primary care. With Kim's assistance, we will continue to expand and improve the quality of primary care medical services to the people of our area.

Bin/ one package of Miracle-Ear' hearing aid batteries at list price and get a second package FREE!
pan,opatrnia Miracle Ear' represent/0,w, O"e coupon good
ISnorl or05
De. customer No other offers or dostOunft apply CeSn sia,ge 1,70 cents
gyp 1.51
C Of a I Doti S4 and V for ant pack Coupon evp.reS 3 1 00
• Hearing rest always tree Not a medical loam Hearing taxi cref
formed for proper arnplificebon selection only

Genuine Miracle-Ear products available at Sears Hearing Aid Centers.

MEDICAL CENTER
Family Practice • Internal Medicine • Pediatrics

Suite 480W - Medical Arts Building.
:300 South 8th St. - Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-9200

-40-•-•
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory
-/

Attend the Church
of Your Choicer
RENTAL • SALE S

• ADVENTISTS

CENTER

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat 1000 a m
Sabbath School
Sat 900 a m
Worship

200 East Main Street - 753-8201

FITTS BLOCK B
READY MIX CO.
Blocks A Ready Mx Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

ASSEMBLIES OF SOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
10-.10 a.m
Sunday School
Worship 900 & 1104) am & 6:00 p.m
7:00 p.m
Wednesday

Ullau
fil
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St
\1urra
• BF(700drieh - Multi-Mile

753-1489

BEASLEY'S
SATELLITE & ANTENNA
111
North 4th Street
d sh 500270-759-0907
Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St.• Murray c 753-5273

WOODCFTERS
GA I-I-ERIF:S
Hwy.641 North

753-4522

Cain's0
HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY. KY • 753-6448

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 Years In Bustnes

e

lk

lineal writ

1'0
Aar 11

-

1..abveli4

Formal Wear and Limousine

•Weddings • Proms •Banquets •Birthdas •Anniversanes

304 Main St.
‘Iurray. la 42071
12701 753-1300
12701 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6751

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
1901)642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Rook LIME/Wine
Sertiees Fir
Your Weddaw .

JCPenneY
^
www icpenney.c(:),

CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
M-S 10-9; Sun. 1-6

SALON HOURS
M-F 9-8. Sat. 9-6
Sun 1-5

LEC'IRIC

HOLESALE

tii

N4E

206 E. Main

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Worship
5p m
Church Training
7 p.m
Wednesday
COLE)WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9-45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.rn
Morning Services
6:00 p m
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6.30 p.m
Wednesday Serv
10-00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship Service
600 p m
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10 00 a m & 6 00 p.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMNLaNUEL MISSIONARY
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 a.m.
\lorning Worship
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
930 a.m.
unday School
10-45 a in. & 6 p.m
Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00 a.m
-unday School
11:00 a m
morning Worship
6:45 p.m
1- vening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1045a m
Worship_
GRACE BAPTIST
9.30.a.gn
--unday School 10 45 a.m & 6 p.m
'Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
1000 a m
sunday School
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
B. 915 & 1030 a.m
Worship
8, 9 15 & 10-30 a.m.
Sun Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10 30 a.m & 630 pm
Worship
930 a m
Sunday School
530 p.m
'hurch Training
7-00 p m
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1000 a m.
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship Service
5.30 p.m.
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 600 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 p.m.
`
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
14 Sunday
2:00 p.m.
.(rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a m.
IA'orship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
-unday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
OAK GROVE.
11 a m. & 7 p
Worship
10 a m
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
10-00 a m
sunday School
11 00 a m
Preaching
5 30 p m
Prayer Service
6 00 p m
church

Street
753-8194

SUPPLY

Belcher Oil Company, Inc.
High Quality Lubes & Fuel

EQ9"

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

rs)
Arbgrs.

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m -11 pm.
Midnight on Weekends

Jack Marshall

507 N. 12th • 753-8841
Franchise

We Do Chicken Right"
205 N 12th

IOC

Call In Orders 753-7101

The aldrit independent repair chap in Marra%

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Won.-Fri. 7:3Ot,19 S. 4th St.• 7534*31 • 753-3571

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora.
5110 p.m.
Saturday
9-00 a.m.
Sunday'7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
600 p.m.
Holy Day
ST LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 pm.
Saturday Mass
8 a m 11 a m & 6 p.aii
Sunday Masses

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd S_un. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 am.to 1 p.m
6:30 p.m
Tuesday
••

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m
Bible School
600 p m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Murray
1634 Main St
1030 a.m.
Sunday
10.30 am
Sunday School
7 30 p.m
2nd Wednesday
12-3 pm
Reading Room Every Wed

POPLAR SPRING
10 a
Sunday School
Worship 8-45 a m. & 11 am &7pm
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 15 p m
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
11 00 a m
Worship Service
600 p m
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a m 630 p.m
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
900. m
Sunday School
10 am.& 7 pm
Worship Services
6 pm
Discipleship Training
ST JOHN
11 a m
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
10 a in
Sunday School
Ilam & 6 pm
Worships
7pm
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11 00• m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Sunday Evening
700 pm
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930. m
Sunday School
10 30am & 6 p m
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHI IRCII
10 a m
Sunday School
11 • m & 6 p m
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1015 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a m & 6-00 p.m.
Worship
7-00 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday Night
GREEN PLAIN
1000 a.m.
•
Bible Study
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9'50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.in
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9-50am. &fipm.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDEN('E
10.00 a m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10.45 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
10 45 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9a m
Worship
10 a.m
Bible Study
6 pm
Evening Worship
7 pm
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10 50 a.m
Morning Worship
6 00 p in.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
. 900 a.m.
Bible Classes
10-00 a.m. & 6.00 p m
Worship .
WEST MURRAY
10.50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
900 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

CUR= OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAV SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520S 16th St
1000 am
Sunday Priesthood
11 10 a m
Sunday School
12.10 pm
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
8 a m. & 10-30 am
Holy Eucharist
9 15 a in
Christian Education
5 15 pm
Vt'ed Holy Eucharist

umanowarr
COMMUNITY CHURCH
c.RisTIAN
10.30. m
Worship
('hildren's Sun. School

11 am.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1619 Martin Chapel Rd
10:00• m
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship
600 p in
Wednesdat Home (;riiips
a Rm
IMPACT PRAISE & W( iRSHIP CE7E
Sun Celebration Services
Wed. SpirMual Training Classes 7 p m
7pm
Fri Celebration Services
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBIN
7 00 p m
Thursday Night
7.00
100
0 ap m
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening

Thornton Tile and Marble
Onr Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9 30 a in
Public Talk
10:30 a to
Watchtower Study

84
Utterback Rd.
Murray, KY

Retirement

IMMANUEL Lt-rtiEHAN
8:00 a.m
Worship
9:15 a.m
Bible Study

CRAWFORDS BBQ

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night

Old Fashioned Hickory Smoked BBQ
Pork BBQ • Chicken (by the half)
Tenderloin • Ribs
Intersection of 1824 & 464
(270) 753-1934

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 30 Sun. Night
COLDWATER
11:00 a.m
Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m
Worship Service
9:50 a.m
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11.00 a.m., 6:00 p.m
Worship

Chestnut Hills
Shoppin Center

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
11:00
Worship
9:50 a.m
Church School

SEAN."(5455)

c,,9..EA T(0.7it

El CD WARD 13

41%.ra
1CCINIFPAIRIlf

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.

118.N. 7th St.

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE

.sUfffT.

Bel-Air Shopping Center

1

753-0440

641 Super Shell

Free plckup

Delivery
Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 753-9131
South 12th

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11:00
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a m
Sunday School
Church
11-00 a.m. & 6:00p.m
7:00 p m
Wednesday
•
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a to
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6:30 p m
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p in
Worship
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p m
Sun Ser.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School10•00 a m
11 a.m. & 7 p m
Worship
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 1030 am. & 6p m
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7•00 p.m
tutapy Evening
viars
Sa
1030 a.m. & 7 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.00 am.
Sunday School
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
111" am.
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
to
Worship Serv
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLII1CM.
ap in
Rt'H
30
°71.7
C1H
Sundayay
2 00 p m
Thursday
7 00 p in

PRESIRTERUU1

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a m
BibliehSchool
11.30sim & 7 p.m
Worship
7pm
Wed. Bible Study
7 p in
Friday Worship

LIBERTY( MBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00. m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11.00• m
Sunday School
. 10 00• m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10110 •.m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m. & 7 pin.

10 45• m
/10 pm

753-9383
ooo fr14er
‘
co...

Ar

FIRST PRESFIYTF.RIAN
Sunday School
9 00 a m
Worship
10 00•in

Sunday School
Worship
Evening Service

Center

Almo Country Store & Garden Center

METHODIST

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11.00 a m
Worship Service
di. 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
900 a.m
Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m
•
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
•
K1RKSEY UNITED
900 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
945 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED .
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
MOO a.m
Morning Worship
MT. CARMEL
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
1000 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.ni
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:45 a.m
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
•
10:00 a.m
.Morning Worship
11:90 a m
,
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning Service
Pastor William J. Pratt

(270)
759-8700

Hickory Woods

LUTHERAN

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3pm
Sunday
pm
Wadneaday

HARMONFSY MENNONITE CHURCH

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

UADMORE
BOOK-S-CARD
Chestnut Hills
Murray

Great Selections...
'Bibles and Bible Covers
•Bible index Tabs
'Bible Lesson Planners
•Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchasc

New and Used Tires * I,owest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial Rd. • 753-1111

Calloway Monument Co.
Murray

1707 West Main

experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

"We have over 50 years

753-1962

CoasttoCoast
HARDWARE & HOME
Central Shopping Center • Murray • 753-8604
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

10% Off discount on

I dozen or

more for all churches.
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736

WestMew
c)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

k

Murray Appliance
212 E Main St

753-1586

1000 Whitnell Road

The4)
Murray Bank
How flanking Should Be

Murray. KY
270 753 5626
Member FDli

MOO.
IP
•
1.

.
411 0.11011011rioni
• 10 1-11b•..‘411

,••
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WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH

Church 'called to make
a difference'in Murray
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff_Writer
The motto "called to make a difference" truly means something
special at Westside Baptist Church.
Organized in 1981, the church,
located at 207 S. Robertson Rd., is
widely known for its music ministry directed by Tommy Scott.
The ministry performs major
productions at Christmas and
Easter and holds an annual concert
in the spring as well as the Front
Porch Concert during the last week
in August, complete with a hot dog
and ice cream dinner to celebrate
the end of summer.
But the Rev. Glynn Orr is most
proud of Westside Baptist's charity
efforts.
The church is actively involved
with ministries at the Calloway
County Detention Center and the
Kentucky State Penitentiary in Eddyville. The church's Baptist men's
group and Good Samaritan ministry
also do mission work and join
forces with Need Line and the
Family Resource Center to assist
needy families in the area.
Providing Christmas presents
and food to needy children and
families during the holiday season
is one of the church's main highlights every year.
"Christmas is really big for us,"
said Orr, who creditc4 the giving
spirit of Westside's 800-plus members for the success of the church's
mission work. "We provided
Christmas for over 200 children
last year, and we minister to a lot of
families around that time.
"This is really a ministryminded congregation. They take

Episcopal
church plans
special events

1

if

ay

11

Houses
of Hope

the churcti,beyond the four walls
and into the real world on a regular
basis."
Westside holds worship services
on Sundays at 10:30 a.m. and 6
p.m., and children's choir and Bible
study programs are held Wednesdays at 6:45 p.m. following a 6
p.m. dinner. Approximately 350
children attend the church's Sunday
School classes.
Orr has been pleased with the
increasing numbers of members in
Westside's youth, young adult and
senior adult ministries, as well as
the accomplishments of each.
The youth ministry, which went
on mission trips to Jamaica and
Mobile, Ala. last summer, has already planned a mission trip to Dallas as part of the World Chanpers
organization for this summer under
Jeremy Hudgin, the church's youth
minister since December.
"We're seeing significant
growth numerically in a lot of our
ministries, and the key has been the
relationships that the members of
this congregation have developed
with one another," Orr said. "It is
about people reaching out to people
and providing opportunities to
grow spiritually, do in-depth Bible
'study and be actively involved in
ministry."

St. John's Episcopal Church,
1620 Main St., Murray, has scheduled special events for the Lenten
season.
The annual Shrove (Fat) Tuesday pancake supper will be Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m. The supper
will be held in the parish hall adjoining the church.
The Rev. Carolyn West, vicar
of the church, said "we will offer
sausage, bacon, and the most flavorful array of pancakes in Christendom. Instead of a set charge,
donations will be received with
all proceeds to be donated to the
Angels Community Clinic.
The church will hold three services on Ash Wednesday, March 8,
to commemorate the first day of
Lent.
Holy Communion and marking
with ashes will be Wednesday at
7:30 a.m. at Canterbury Student
House, 1625 Farmer Ave., directly north of the church.
Holy Communion and marking
with ashes will be at noon and 7
p.m. at the Episcopal Church. The
7 p.m. service will include music.
The public is invited to attend
all of these special events, West
said.
Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit

Various churches have released
information concerning their services on Sunday as follows:
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
John Wood is minister of music
with Dwane Jones and Oneida
White as accompanists. The choir
will sing "It Is well with My
Soul" at the morning hour and
"He Lives" at the evening hour.
Church-wide singing will begin at
5:30 p.m.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Horner,
minister, will speak about "A Good
Night's Wrestle" at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service. The chancel choir
will sing "Praise the Lord" with
Mark Dycus as director and Lea
Gentile- as.orgrist: Sarah will be worship leader with Anna
Hutchison and Catherine Crass as
acolytes.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn C. Orr, pastor,
will speak about "That .You May
Know" with scripture from I John
5:10-13 at the 10:30 a.m. worship
service and about "That You May
Grow" with scripture from Romans
12 at the 6 p.m. service. Tommy
Scott is minister of music and
Jeremy Hudgin is minister of students. At the morning hour Michael
Ray. and Sherida Gentry will sing
a duet and the choir will sing
"We Are United" with Dean Sager
as soloist. The youth ensemble
will sing at the evening hour.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. David M. Montgomery,
co-pastor, will speak about "Ascension and Transfiguration?" "What
Does that Mean to Me?" with
scripture from II Kings 2:1-12 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
The choir will sing "It is Well
with my Soul" with Amy Brown
as director and Mandie Green as
organist. The children's choir will
sing "Multiply" with Mandy Haugen as soloist. Toni Fruia will be
liturgist. The children's musical,

1
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Shiloh Full Gospel Church will
have a special service Saturday at
7 p.m.
The Rev. John Dickerson will
conduct this service.
"Everyone, both young and old,
will benefit from this service,"

\v/ )5v
Eli

L

said the Rev. Roy L. B Balentine, pastor, who invites the public to attend.
The church is located off Highway 94 East on Highway 1551
for 1 1/2 miles.
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Murray's Full Service Lawn
& Landscaping Company
Providing...
Innovative Landscape Design
Professional Landscape Installation
Fertilization and Lawn Treatment
Programs

753-3362

206 South 6th Street
Murray, Kentucky Phone. 753-81(
e-mail pagetaxOtprodigy.net
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast - Monday - biscuit w/sausage gravy, apple wedges; Tuesday
- cereal and toast, mixed fruit; Wednesday - oatmeal and Poptart, fruit
juice; Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit, mixed fruit; Friday - no school.
Milk is served daily.
Lunch - Monday - sliced turkey and gravy w/roll, green peas, sweet
potatoes, pears; Tuesday - fish nuggets w/hushpuppies, tater tots, great
northern beans,cole slaw; Wednesday - chicken and noodles, green beans,
baked apples, roll; Thursday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, whole
kernel corn, pears; Friday - no school. Milk is served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast - Monday - pancake and sausage on stick w/syrup; Tuesday
- scrambled eggs, ham and toast; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy,
yogurt; Thursday - oatmeal and Poptart; Friday - French toast stix
w/syrup. Cereal, muffin, toast, fruit juice and milk are available Oily.
Lunch - Monday - oriental chicken w/rice and egg roll, hamburger on
bun, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce
and garlic roll, bar-b-q sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Wednesday baked potato w/chili and Texas toast, hot ham and cheese sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/roll, roast beef
sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich; Friday -pizza, fish sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. Chef salads, fruits, vegetables and milk are
served daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast - Monday - scrambled eggs,sausage, gravy, hashbrowns and
biscuit; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - ham and cheese on
sheet bun; Thursday - chicken on biscuit; Friday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy. Cereal, biscuit, toast, fruit juice and milk are served daily.
Lunch - Monday - chicken supreme w/roll, hamburger on bun;
Tuesday - chicken fajita, hot ham and cheese on bun; Wednesday - pizza,
bar-b-q on bun; Thursday - oven fried chicken w/roll, pizzaburger on bun;
Friday - spaghetti w/meat sauce and roll, cheeseburger on bun. Vegetables.
fresh fruit, cold sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and milk are served daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - ham and cheese on
biscuit; Wednesday - steak on biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday .- breakfast buffet. Donuts. Poptarts, muffins, fresh fruit.
•
fruit juice and milk are served daily.
Lunch - Monday - chicken nuggets w/roll, foot long hot dog on bun:
Tuesday - corn dog, breaded chicken sandwich; Wednesday - turkey and
dressing w/roll, bar-b-q sandwich; Thursday - crispy steak w/roll. turkey
club on hoagie; Friday - chicken fajita, grilled cheese sandwich. Pizza.
hamburgers, cheeseburgers. French fries, chef salads, cold sandwiches.
fruit, vegetables, chips, tea, fruit drinks and milk are served daily.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast - Monday - Poptart; Tuesday - scrambled eggs and toast:
Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday
- Danish roll. Cereal, toast, juice and milk are served daily.
Lunch - Monday - hamburger, bar-blue pork sandwich; Tuesday pizza. chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday - corn dog, steak fingers:
Thursday - fruit yogurt w/turkey sandwich, fish sandwich w/cheese:
Friday - stuffed crust pizza, Sloppy Joe sandwich. Vegetables, fruit, juice
and milk are served daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast - Monday - Honey bun; Tuesday - sausage, gravy, potato
rounds and biscuit; Wednesday - breakfast burritos; Thursday - steak and
biscuit; Friday - Danish. Cinnamon toast. cereal, toast. juice and milk are
served daily.
Lunch - Monday - Mexican pizza, peanut butter sandwich: Tuesday burrito w/cheese. chicken salad sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - ribbette sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, pizza: Thursday - fned chicken
w/rolls, cheeseburger; Friday - sack lunch - hot ham and cheese sandwich,
peanut butter sandwich. Vegetables, fruit and milk arc served daily.
Murray High
Breakfast - Monday - biscuit and gravy; Tuesday - breakfast burrito;
Wednesday - banana nut muffin; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday
- donut. Cinnamon toast, toast, cereal, juice and milk are served daily..
Lunch - Monday - turkey club roll-up. Chuck wagon sandwich;
Tuesday - taco salad bar, stuffed crust pizza, chef salad. Wednesday - salisbury steak w/gravy, chicken salad plate; Thursday - chef salad, corn
dog; Friday - fish sandwich w/cheese, bar-blue chicken sandwich.
Pizzas, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegetables, fruit and milk are
served daily.
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Coldwater Church of Christ ship service. Sunday School will
"Down By The Creek Bank" will
Richard Guill, minister, will be at 10 a.m.
be at 3 p.m.
Glendale Church of Christ
speak
about "Christian Family LivMemorial Baptist
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, ing *5" with scripture from Gen4:1-2
at
the
10:15
3:16,
20;
speak about "Preparing for Someesis
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and ,
service
worship
and
about
"The
a.m.
thing Special" with scripture from
6 p.m. worship services. His morning topic will be "The Offense of Blood of the Lamb" with scrip- Matthew 22:34-40 at the 9 a.m.
The Cross" with scripture from ture from I Peter 1:18-20 aN the worship service, and about "You
Galatians 5:11. Paul Adams is min- 6 p.m. worship service. Gerald Should Walk in Truth" with scripister of music with Kathy Thweatt Rule and Kevin Smith will be ture' from II John 1-6 at the 6
and Tonya Thompson as accom- song leaders.
p.m. worship service. Curtis DarMartin's Chapel
nall will lead the song service. A
panists. The choir will sing "There's
United Methodist
short worship service will be at 9
Room At the Cross For You" at
The Rev. William Tate, pastor, a.m.
the morning hour when the ordiFirst Baptist
nances of baptism and The Lord's will speak about "Face to Face
Justin Wainscott of Union UniSupper will be observed. The with God" with scripture from
Mark 9:2-9 at the 9 a.m. worship versity, Jackson, Tenn., will speak
Preschool Choir will sing.
service. Sunday School will fol- at the 10:45 a.m. worship service.
First United Methodist
Mike Crook is minister of music
The Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, low at 10 a.m.
Baptist
Emmanuel
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
will speak about "The UpcomThe Rev. Paul McWherter, pas- Ray as accompanists. The saactumilled" with scripture from Revelation 3:15-16 at the 8:45 and tor, ..will speak about "What Will ary choir will sing "Holy, Holy,
scrip- Ugly"
in _song_ wilt
It:Ta.ke To Slop_You?.:
a.m.- -Holy Comrsiunioa.---wor
ship services. The later service ture from Nehemiah 15:5-11 at the be -by Union University Praise
II a.m. worship service and. about Team. A contemporary praise and
will. -be on Murray Cable *16 and
"What
It Takes To Stop You Is worship service will be at 8:30
*19 and County Cable #10. Dr.
Are!" with scripture a.m. in the fellowship hall. Dr.
You
What
Pamela Wurgler is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist. Spe- from Nehemiah 6:11 at the 6 p.m. David Eaton will lead the North
American Missions Study' at the
worship service.
6 p.m. worship service.
Good Shepherd
cial music at the early service will
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
be "0 Rest in the Lord." At the
pastor,
United Methodist
Tate,
William
The Rev.
later service John S. Querterrnous
The
Rev. Jack Dickerson, pasFace
to
"Face
about
speak
will
will play a piano solo and the
tor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
choir will sing "Go Not Far From with God" with scripture from
worship service.
Me, 0 God." Norma Reed will Mark 9:2-9 at the 11 a.m. worbe liturgist and Clint Cornelison
and Peter Thackston will be
acolytes.
Elm Grove Baptist
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services with Sunday School
at 9 a.m. and Discipleship Training at 5 p.m. Special music will
Sponsored Each Week By
be by Todd and Ginger Buck at
the morning hour and by Ray and
Kay Hays at the evening hour.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will conduct a Holy Communion
701 Main St. •(270) 753-5273
worship service at the 11 a.m.
worship service. His scripture will
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city schools for the
be from I Corinthians 12. Dean
week of March 6 to 10 have been released by Janice McCuiston and Judy
Cochrum and Margaret Nell Boyd
Clark, food service directors for Calloway County and Murray City
will be in charge of the music.
Schools respectively.
Tile menus, subject to occasional chine, are as follows:
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Racers seek
fourth straight
tourney crown

Tigers use
solid defense
to top CCHS
By SCOTT NANNEY
Spoils EttitOr"
The, Murray High Tigers proved
Thursday night that defense is a
key component to succeeding in
the postseason.
Murray (14-14) shut down rival
Calloway County's perimeter attack
and used a solid offensive performance from its supporting cast
to down the Lakers 49-39 in the
first round of the District 4 tournament.
The Tigers earned a date opposite Marshall County in tonight's
district title game, beginning at 6
in the Regional Special Events
Center. And, more importantly,
MHS secured a berth in next
week's Region I tournament. Calloway's season ended at 6-20.
It feels great to be going to
.the region tournament," said second-year Murray High head coach
Dan Hudson..whose Tigers showed
dramatic improvement in 19992000 after going just 1-24 last
season.
"Our goals this year were to
have a .500 season and to go to
the region tournament. And I think
the game against Ballard (Memorial Jan. 41 showed us that anything is possible. These kids have
worked real hard to achieve their

Tigers 49
Lakers 39
7 19 25 — 39
Calloway
14 22 37 — 49
Murray
Calloway (39) — Tracy 9, Greer 8,
McClure 6, Ringstaff 6, Harris 4,
Boggess 2. Bynum 2. FG: 14. 3-point
FO: 0. FT: 11-17. Rebounds: NA.
Record: 6-20.
Murray (49) — Compton 14, Cogdell
13, Masthay 8, Kelleher 7, Trice 7.
FG: 15.3-point FG: 5 (Compton 3,
FT: 14-20.
Kelleher, Trice).
Rebounds: NA. Record: 14-14.

goals."
Despite an atypical performance
from guard Kwen Trice - who
scored just seven points in the
contest - the Tigers received an
assist from Stephen Compton and
Anthony Cogdell.
Compton, who scored a gamehigh 14 points, got Murray started early, nailing a pair of 3-pointers in the first six minutes of
action. Cogdell picked up the rest
of the scoring slack with 13.
"They did a nice job on Kwen,".
Hudson noted. "But our supporting cast stepped up and carried
the load for us...It's nice to know
that you've got other guys to fill
the void when the other team is
SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times photo
keying on Kwen."
(5) and Calloway's Jimmy
Cogdell
Anthony
High's
Meanwhile, the Tiger defense IT'S MINE...Murray,
49-39 Fourth District tourTigers'
the
in
ball
loose
Bynum fight for a
night.
nament win Thursday
13A
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By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers have made a living disproving their critics, during the 1999-200Q season. And
they have at least one more opportunity to chi that this
weekend.
Despite a mid-season skid, the 'Racers finished the
regular season at a solid 21-8 and are in prime position
to capture their fourth consecutive Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship.
"This is a big opportunity for our basketball team,"
said senior center Mike Turner. "I think when you have
a team full of seniors like we do, then you look forward to this time a little too much.,,But now that time
is here, and we just have to go out and take care of
our business."
Turner is one of two Racer seniors - guard Aaron
Page being the other - that are looking to win their
fourth straight tournament title.
"We're just focused right now on winning two games,"
said Page, who is part of a Murray State senior class
that is the winningest in school history.
"Anytime you get a chance to do something like this,
it's going to be special.. We're just fortunate to have
this opportunity."
Murray cleared its first hurdle Tuesday night, easily
dispatching No. 8 seed Tennessee State 83-58 — earning
a trip to Nashville's Gaylord Entertainment Center for
semifinal and final round games Saturday and Sunday.
The top-seeded Racers' next challenge comes Saturday at 5 p.m. when they face No. 4 seed Eastern Illinois, a 107-100 double-overtime victor over ffith-seeded
Austin Peay Tuesday night.
MSU defeated the Panthers easily (83-69) Jan. 13 in
Murray, but struggled during a mid-February tilt in
Charleston — trailing EIU by 15 points on two separate

Staff Report

By SCOTT NANNEY

LEAGUE BEST. Murray State's Aubrey Reese was named the Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year Thursday by league coaches and sports information directors.
Spencer, a 6-6 senior forward
guard as I've ever been around age is the best in the league
in all my years as an assistant and 17th nationally. He's third from Montgomery, Ala.. earned
coach . and a head coach on the in the OVC in assists (4.9 apg). first-team All-OVC honors for
college level," Anderson said. fifth in steals (2.0 spg) and 15th the second year in a row. His
"He's a point guard that scores, in rebounds (5.4 rpg). An out- 19.7 points per game rank secdefends and rebounds. He's prob- standing shooter, Reese ranks sev- ond in the league and his 8.0'
ably as important to his team's enth in the OVC in free-throw rebounds per game are third. He
success as any player I've ever percentage (82.4 percent), ninth sawed 30 or more points four
been around, and I've coached in field-goal percentage (48.5 per- times this season and recorded
the likes of Charles Barkley, cent) and 10th in 3-point field- a league-high 10 double-doubles.
"Isaac had an MVP-type seaChuck Person, Chris Moths and goal percentage (36.8 percent).
too," Anderson said of
at
son.
honors
MVP
earned
Reese
a
just
is
Aubrey
Green.
Litterial
tremendous competitor and win- last season's OVC Tournament Spencer, the preseason player of
after hitting a dramatic game- the year. "Ike gets double- and
ner"
winning shot at the buzzer in triple-teamed every night and still
top
Reese ranks among the
15 players in the OVC in seven the Racers' victory over South- manages to score 19 points and
different statistical categories. His east Missouri in the champi- get eight rebounds, which are
great numbers"
21.0 points-per-game scoring aver- onship game.

Titans raising ticket prices for 2000
NASHVILLE. Tenn ( AP) —
Fresh off their first super Bowl
appearance. the Tennessee Titans
are raising ticket prices hv $2
to $4 a game hut leaving the
cost for their cheapest and most

expensive tickets unchanged.
The overall price increase
arnOunts to about 4 percent for
tickets in the 67,000-seat Adelphis Coliseum. the organization
•

The St. Louis Rams, who
said.
The cheapest seats will stay defeated Tennessee 23-16 in the
the same — $12 and $18 per Super Bowl Jan. 30. raised their
game — as will the most expen- prices an average 25 percent for
sive seats, which range from $75 the coming season. Rams tickets
will go from the $25445 price
to $250 per game.
"It's basically for inflation, the range to S32-S56 per ticket.
"Most teams in the league have
cost of doing business, and excluding dub seats we've kept our- made some kind of increase, but
selves in the bottom quarter of we tried to he careful not to
gouge and to keep the lowest
the league "

prices the same.," Diamond said.
Tennessee's 2000 season home
schedule includes preseason games
against Kansas City and St. Louis
The Titans' regular season home
schedule includes dates with the
Jacksonville Jaguars. Pittsburgh
Browns,
Cleveland
Steelers.
Cincinnati Bengals. Baltimore
Ravens, New York Giants and Dallas Cowboys.
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Reese name
face tough task
Spencer gets
All-OVC honor
against Tech
Murray Ledger & Times
BRENTWOOD. Tenn. — Murray State senior Aubrey Reese,
the Ohio Valley Conference's top
scorer for most of the season.
became the league's top player
when he was named the OVC's
Men's Basketball Player of the
Year for 1999-2000, the league
announced Thursday.
Voting for the award was done
by league head coaches and sports
information directors, and the formal presentation will be made
at the conference's awards banquet tonight at the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville,
Tenn.
Reese, a 6-0 point guard from
Auburn. Ala., was the leader of
the Racers' run to their seventhstraight OVC championship. He
is the school's 14th player of
the year, succeeding teammate
Isaac Spencer. who joined Reese
on the All-OVC First Team.
Others receiving first-team
honors include: Trenton Hassell,
Austin Peay; Kyle Hill, Eastern
Illinois and Josh Heard, Tennessee Tech.
"It's a great honor to receive
the player of the year award,"
said Reese. who was a first-team
all-conference selection a year
ago. "It goes to show that the
coaches and SIDs around the
league noticed how I helped out
my team.
"It also shows that hard work
does pay off. You may not be
the most talented player in the
league. but you can achieve many
things with hard work."
Racer head coach Tevester
Anderson. who has coached on
the collegiate level for more than
20 years, said Reese was more
than deserving of the award.
."Aubrey is as fine a point

Minne
Toron

Sports Editor
The Murray State Lady Racers
have a difficult task ahead of them
- defeating No. 1 seed Tennessee
Tech in Saturday's Ohio Valley
Conference semifinal round game.
However, Lady Racer head
coach Eddie Fields is convinced
it can be done.
"Tennessee Tech is not invincible, and our kids understand
that," Fields explained. "We didn't play very well the last time
we played them. But if we play
well, we know we can win the
game."
Playing well is something Murray did not do during the final
three regular-season games - dropping an 82-73 decision at home
to Morehead State Feb. 19 and
then falling at Middle Tennessee
State 76-63 and Tennessee Tech
73-49.
However, the Lady Racers
rebounded Tuesday night with a
first-round OVC tournament victory over Eastern Kentucky (6761) - defeating the Lady Colonels
for third time this season.
"We got back to doing some
of the things that we haven't been
doing here lately," said Fields after
Tuesday's contest."We got out there

Three Lady
Racers earn
OVC awards
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BRENTWOOD,,Tenn. —
The Murray State Lady Racers placed three players on AllConference
Valley
Ohio
women's basketball teams for
the 1999-2000 season, equaling the most for any conference team.
Named to the All-OVC Second Team from Murray State
were senior guard Heather Bates
and junior forward Monika Gadson. Junior forward Liz Stansberry earned a spot on the
league's Honorable Mention
squad.
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•See Page 13A
and guarded some folks, and we
were able to hold them to 32 per
cent shooting. Everybody had been
shooting 50 or 60 percent on us
before."

• See Page 13A

McGwire homers;
Galarraga returns
By The Associated Press
Mark McGwire homered, Andres
Galarraga returned to the batter's
box and the World Series' champions nearly pulled off an incredible comeback.
Finally. John Rocker and Darryl Strawberry weren't the only news
at spring training.
While Rocker returned to the
Atlanta Braves on Thursday and
apologized to his teammates for
disparaging gays, foreigners and
minorities,Galarraga played his first
game since beating cancer.
He started at first base and batted fifth for the Braves in an III win over the University of Georgia.
Galarraga, who sat out all of
last season while being treated for
his disease, received a standing

ovation when he came to bat in
the second inning. He grounded
sharply to third baseman Andy
Neufeld, who made a nice backhanded stop and threw out the runner. The Big Cat left the game
after his lone at-bat.
"It was really neat," manager
Bobby Cox said. "He looked great.
Remember, he hasn't hit in more
than a year."
Brian Jordan. Reggie Sanders,
Rafael Furcal, Freddy Garcia and
Trenidad Hubbard hit wind-aided
homers for Atlanta.
The New York Yankees almost
opened the exhibition schedule with
a big comeback. Down 9-0 with
two outs in the ninth inning. New
York scored seven times and brought

• See Page 13A
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II Racers ...

SCOREBOARD

From Page 12A

Sponsored By:

Haversteck and Suiter
Insurance Agency

occasions before rallying for a 7567 win.
"Eastern Illinois is a very explosive team," said Racer head coach
Tevester Anderson. "They're not
overly powerful, but their offensive execution is as good as any
team we've seen. They shoot the
ball really well."
Leading the way for the Panthers is junior guard Kyle Hill,
who scored 19 and 18 points,
respectively, in the two contests
against the Racers. Hill was selected as a first-team All-OVC performer Thursday by league coaches and sports information directors.
The 6-2 Hill is also•joined by
senior forward Marc Polite, who
was a third-team All-OVC selection.
- "Vie..know ttat,„Fpre4),, illinois
is an excellent team, and they're
well coached," said senior point
Aubrey Reese, who was voted as
the league's player of the year.
"They're one of those teams that
- if we take them for granted -

State Aide
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL EXHIBITION STANDINGS
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
L Pct.
W
1
0 1 000
Arizona
Philadelphia
1
0 1 000
0 000
Atlanta
0
0 000
Chicago
0
Cincinnati
0 000
0
0 000
Colorado
0
0 000
Florida
0
Houston
0 000
0
0 000
Los Angeles
0
Milwaukee
0
0 .000
Montreal
0
0 .000
0
0 000
New York
Pittsburgh
0
0 000
0
0 000
St Louis
0
.17 000
San Dirtigo
0
0 000
San Francisco

AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
L Pct.
1
1 000
Minnesota
1
1 000
Toronto
Anaheim
o
o 000
Baltimore
o
o 000
0 000
Detroit
o
0 000
Kansas City
0
0
0 000
Oakland
0
0 000
Seattle
0
0 000
Tampa Bay
0
0 000
Texas
0
1
000
Boston
0
1
000
Chicago
0
1
000
Cleveland
1
000
New York
1:41

• Lady Racers ...
From Page 12A
Should MSU defeat the Lady
Eagles, they would face the winner of Saturday's other semifinal
contest between MTSU and Austin
Peay. The women's championship
will be held Sunday afternoon at
5.
To advance to the OVC title
game, the Lady Racers must get
a solid effort from point guard
Heather Bates, who is second on
the team with a 14.1 points per
game average. Bates was a second-team All-OVC selection.
Center Monika Gadson, who
was also named to the All-OVC
second-team, leads Murray with a
14.2 average while junior college
transfer Liz Stansberry has made
a major impact at 12.1.
However, Stansberry, an honorable mention All-OVC pick, has
recently been plagued by an injury.
"Liz started (the EKU game)
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with a rib injury. So she's on the
injury list," Fields noted.
With Stansberry's minutes limited by the injury, the Lady Racers must rely on others to pick
up the scoring load.
One of those others is forward
Susan Tackett, who stepped up in
Tuesday's game with 11 points on
3-of-5 shooting.
Tennessee Tech defeated MSU
64-59 during a Jan. 29 contest at
the Regional Special Events Center. The Lady Eagles follOwed that
performance with a win over Murray Feb. 26 at Cookeville, using
a strong second half to break open
a close game.
"We've played them pretty well
this season, except for the second
half of the last game," Fields said.
"But we just decideg to play them
straight up. We didn't want to
give away anything, just in case
we saw them again."

Bates, a native of Connersville,
Ind., averaged 14.1 points, 4.6
rebounds, 4.5 assists and 2.9 steals
per game this season. Her 2.98
career steals-per-game average easily set a school record,outdistancing
tthe previous mark of 2.14 thefts
per game set by Julie Pinson from
1988-92, and Bates' 4.71 career
assists-per-game average is also a
Murray State record.
Gadson leads the OVC in
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the tying run to the plate before
losing 9-7 to the Toronto Blue Jays
at Dunedin, Fla.
"You're yawning for eight
innings and all of a sudden you
put the other team on the edge of
their seat because you're just a
short fly ball from tying it up,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
Jose Cruz, Alberto Castillo and

: SecState
Bates
GadStansn the
,Tntion

rebounding with 9.0 boards per
game and leads MSU with 14.2
points and 0.61 blocked shots per
game, a field-goal percentage of
.502 and a free-throw perccroge
of .800.
Stansberry is third on the team
with 12.1 points per game, fourth
with 3.7 rebounds per game and
third with 2.0 assists per game.
She was second on the team with
30 3-point baskets and hit 83.3
percent of her free throws.

• ••

Andy Thompson homered for the
Blue Jays. Raul Mondesi stole a
base and scored a run in his first
game since being traded from Los
Angeles for Shawn Green.
Toronto starter Chris Carpenter,
who had season-ending surgery last
Sept. 16, pitched three scoreless
innings and was the winner.
"Every time I go out on the
mound and keep throwing, it feels
better and better," he said.

and we
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Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County matches kids
from single parent families with carefully selected, caring adult
mentors for the purpose of guidance and support.
A national study indicates youth with a a Big
Brother of Big Sister were 52% less likely to
skip school and 46% less likely to start using
drugs and alcohol. Help us help local children get
the guidance and support the need and deserve
by supporting the.,.

down easily, using buckets by
Cameron Greenfield, Patrick Greer
and Kyle Tracy to pull Calloway
to within 22-19 at intermission.
Calloway was starting to get
some production from its offense,
but the Tigers made some changes
at the half to squelch the Laker
attack.
"We made some adjustments at
halftime, and were able to cut
Tracy's game down a little bit,"
Hudson said.
".!They were hedging on every
screen," Birdsong explained. "And
we have guys who don't. have
enough experience to make things
happen in those situations."
The Tigers took advantage of
the opportunity, getting 3-pointers
from Compton and Matt Kelleher
to open the second half - building a secure 30-20 lead.
Murray made its lead stand up
through the third period, extending its edge to 37-25 on a pair
of Cogdell free throws.
Calloway fought back in the final
stanza, cutting the Tiger lead to

just five points at 44-39 on a pair
of free tosses from Tracy with
1:54 showing.
However,Cogdell and Tom Masthay combined to make 7-of-8 foul
shots in the final minute to hold
off the Lakers.
The Tigers connected on 15
field goals, including five from 3point range. MHS was 14-of-20
from the foul line.
Tracy led the Lakers with nine
points while Greer followed with
eight. Mitchell McClure and Chris
Ringstaff added six apiece. Calloway knocked down 14 shots
from the floor, but were silent
from behind the arc. CCHS was
11-of-17 from the charity .stripe.
While Murray moves on in postseason play, Calloway will begin
preparations for the 2000-01 sea,
son.
"We'll take about a month off,
and then come back in at the first
of April to start on next year,"
Birdsong said. "We'll get in the
weight room and just keep working hard."

GOOD LUCK RACERS!!!
MURRAY

SEARS
SUPER SATURDAY SALE
ALL TRACTORS ON SALE
PLUS

2nd Truckload
Just Arrived!
Great Selections!

no/ FINANCING
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ADDRESS
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T-Shin Sire L.G

ONE DAY ONLY! Saturday, March 4

I would like to contribute $200 or more as SUPER BUDDY
I would like to contribute the following amount $
I will contact a church, business, or organization to
become a BUDDY or SUPER BUDDY
I would like a representative of the Big Brothers Big Sisters
Program to come and talk to my group
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rcia and
nd-aided

Please Mail
Your
Tat Deductible
Checks To:
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Dr. Roger Weis,
Room 108, Carr Health Building
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
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1999 Dodge
1500 Club Cab
SLT Pickup
St. #20209.1 V-8, Auto,
NC,P/W, P/L, T/C,
15,000 miles

1999 Dodge
1500 ST Pickup
St. #00012.1 V-6, 5
sp., NC, 7,000 miles

St. #00263.2 4WD,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L,
50,000 miles

1998 Dodge
Durango LT+
St. #00272.1 4x4,
Leather, V-8, Rear NC,
3rd Seat

1998 Dodge
1500 Quad Cab
SLT Pickup
St. #00297.1 V-8, Auto,
NC, P/VV, P/L, T/C,
43,000 miles

1998 Dodge Grand
Caravan SE
St. #0033.1 V-6, Auto,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Rear
NC, 33,000 miles

1998 Toyota
Corolla
St. #00187.2 4DR,
Auto, NC, P/W, P/L,
40,000 miles

1998 Dodge
Dakota Club Cab
SLT Pickup
St. #00275.1 V-6, Auto,
NC, 38,000 miles

1998 Honda Civic LX
St. #00167.1 4DR
Auto, NC,
35,000 miles

1997 Ford
Explorer XLT
St. #00243.1 V-8,
Leather, 54,000 miles

1997 Dodge 1500
Club Cab
St. #00251.1 4x4, V-8,
Auto, A/C. P/W, P/L,
40,000 miles

St. #00236.2 Fully
Loaded, Leather

xxi[:1

I would like to contribute $100 as a BUDDY.

manager
ed great.
in more

St. #00101.1 V-8, Auto,
NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
28,000 miles

1996 Chrysler
Town & Country
LXI Van

NAME
ORGANIZATIONAL NAME
(If approimare)

1999 Dodge
1500 Quad Cab
SLT Pickup

St. #00080.1 Auto,
NC, P/W, P/L, T/C,
56,000 miles

You have an opportunity to
make a BIG difference...one child at a time

) bat in
rounded
n Andy
:e backthe runic game

USUD GAR OR
PRUCK

1996 Dodge
Stratus

Buddy Campaign 2000

IS

LET Urs Pwr
You- BEHIND
THE WHEEL or
A QUALITY

1998 Chevrolet
Blazer LS

From Page 12A
was putting the clamps on the
Calloway offense - not allowing
the Lakers' perimeter-oriented
attack to break loose. CCHS did
not hit a shot from 3-point range
the entire game.
"It all goes back to having guys
in the post who can score," said
Calloway head coach Terry Birdsong in his first season at the
Laker helm.
"We rely too much on our
perimeter game, and we don't have
guys who can score consistently
down low. But that's something
that the kids will get better
at...We're going through some of
the same things they (Murray)
were last year."
The Tigers used the shooting
of Compton and a pair of baskets
from Trice to help build a 14-7
advantage after one quarter of play.
Murray extended the lead on a
3-pointer by Trice to start the second period, and held a 21-11 margin on a tip-in by Compton with
5:04 left in the half.
But the Lakers would not go

Big Brothers Big Sisters
J

atjve press and concentrate on
doing their job.
"People are going to say what
they want to say," Murray added.
"What we have to du is put all
of that behind us. We're the same
team
that
we've
always,
been...We're still the top team in
the league - we just have to play
that cwca
oyr."
ding
to senior guard Marlon Towns, the adversity surrounding the team has drawn this
year's squad closer together.
"It's pulled us together, and it's
made us realize who are true fans
are," Towns said. "True fans will
stick by their team no matter
what...We're just trying to go out
and win another championship."
Senior forward Isaac Spencer,
who was also a first-team AllOVC selection, said another OVC
title would be a special accomRiarnerit- — - - • - , "We all want to Win another
OVC championship and go back
to the NCAA tournament," he
explained. "It would mean a lot
if we could go down there and
bring back another trophy."

• Tigers .• •

• MSU
From Page 12A

can beat us.
"The thing we have to do is
just stay focused and play every
game like it's going to be our
last.. We want to go down to
Nashville and win the OVC tournament."
Should the Racers defeat EIU
on Saturday, they will advance to
Sunday's
nationally-televised
(ESPN)championship game,scheduled for 1:30 p.m. MSU would
get the winner of Saturday's other
semifinal contest between No. 2
seed Southeast Missouri State and
sixth-seeded Middle Tennessee
State.
While their trek through,the OVC
this season has seen its share of
pitfalls, senior forward Rod. Murray thinks the Racers are still the
team to beat come, Saturday.
"We feel like we're playing
pretty good basketball right now,"
-Murray noted'-"We- just wang- to
continue to play with a lot of
intensity, and to be able to play
like we're capable of playing."
MSU has had its share of critics along the way, but Murray said
the Racers must block out the neg-
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SUPER SATURDAY
All Home Appliances, Audio & Video On Sale!
PLUS

ZERO%

FINANCING

Olt

St. #00296.2 V-6, Auto,
NC, 82,000 miles

1996 Dodge
Dakota Sport
St #00147.1 V-6,
Auto, NC

Until January 2001 On All Home Appliances, Audio & Video Over S399 When You Use Your Sears Card.
Important Credit Terms Sales tax delivery or installation not included in mu Iv payments shown Regular credit terms apply after 0',
ttnance charge period Exckides Mavtao.) Nepturioo and Gemini models Bosco, Products and Fliceptional Values

I ',,,rd Wm and 4,
affilfalrd malt 4tnern
Murrn1
Hyman!,
State 1.rnikerstel

1996 Chevrolet
S-10 Ext. Cab LS

Owned & Operated By. Opal Hart • Bel-Air Center Murray • PH: 753-2310
HRS: Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5

2400 E Wood St
Pares. TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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Farrell attends leaders conference
Meg Farrell, student at Murray Conference inspires exceptional
High School, attended the Nation- high school students likeFarrell to
al Young Leaders Conference face the challenges of leadership
(NYLC) Feb. 1-6 in Washington, head-on, and to gain confidence
D.C.
in making positive changes in their
This leadership development communities and throughout the
program Invites high school stu- world," said Michael Lasday, execdents - based on scholastic merit, utive director of the Congressioncommunity involvement, and lead- al Youth Leadership Council
ership contributions - to interact (CYLC),the organization that sponsors the NYLC.
with today's national leaders.
Because leadership goes beyond
NYLC scholars are given the
opportunity to work through many what happens on Capitol Hill, Farissues facing Murray and our nation rell had the opportunity to intertoday through a series of simula- act with a panel of renowned jourtions, and to meet face-to-face nalists at the National Press Club,
with their members of Congress, including Ann Blackman of TIME,
or members of their staff, and Eleanor Clift of Newsweek, and
Morton Kondracke of Roll Call.
other influential personalities.
The students asked questions
"The National Young Leaders

about the presidential campaign
cycle, the fate of Elian Gonzalez,
journalistic integrity, general advice
on starting a career in journalism,
and many other topics.
CYLC is a nonprofit, nonpartisan leadership education organization. Founded in 1985, CYLC
is committed to inspiring, challenging and motivating young people to achieve their full leadership potential.
Each--year, 7,000 outstanding
select youth participate in 20 sessions of the NYLC.
Thus far, more than 90,000 students have taken part in CYLC
programs. For additional information on CYLC and NYLC, visit
us on the Internet at www.cYlc.or2.

1
MEG FARRELL

FAST CASH

Get Ready For Spring.

Most Loan Decisions in 1 Hour
Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 - S15,000

•BULK GARDEN SEEDS
•BEDDING PLANTS & FLOWERS
*ONION SETS .SEED POTATOES

•AutofFurniturre/Other Purchases
'Consolidation Loans
•Personal Loans •Home Improvement Loans

eights
Finance

W
ON TOP...Nathan Crafton, Blake McCuiston, Justin Arnold
and Chess Volp all won first place individual awards in the
Elementary division of the Kentucky Quad A 2000 Chess
Regionals. All four players won four out of four games.

Local student
named to dean's list
Lane Christopher was
one of more than 300 students
who were named to the dean's
list of Distinguished Students for
the fall 1999 term at BirminghamSouthern College.
Christopher is the daughter of
Ellig Christopher of Murray and
Ron Christopher of Frankfort-.

The Dcanr. 1.1.i ,rqlsistS of
those students who achioved a
grade-point average of 3.5 or higher.
Located in Birmingham. Ala.,
'College
Birmingham-Southern
receives consistently high rankings
as one of American's .top,national liberal arts colleges.

(uu k Approval Service
Former Bankrupts Welcome

Miller. an admissions
counselor at Western Kentucky
University. will be visitinr Murray Hivh S..h.)01 to Ji. ... with

Eight students at Murray State sia: Bobby Sanders of Benton; and
University. .ha‘e been chosen for Andy Mazzier of Evansville. Ind.
membership in the Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha was started at
social fraternity on campus.
They are Billy Edwards and MSU in 1958. and currently has
Robert Edwards. both of Clinton: 84 members. The fraternity is
Will Ryan of' Paducah: Tyler involved in a number of programs
'Jacobus of Jackson. Tenn.: Jason in the areas of leadership develHjetland of Sedalia: Toba Alanda opment, community service and
of Pondok Lahti. Jakarta, Indone- scholarship.
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New 1999 Chevrolet Tahoe LT
4 Dr., 4x4, Auto., 5700 Vortec, White, V-8, Pwr Steering, Fuel Injected, Pwr. Brakes, Driver
Side Air Bag, Passenger Side Air Bag, Child Proof Door, Keyless Entry,4 Wheel ABS,
AM/FM/Cass/CD,Fold Down Rear Seat, Leather, A/C,Bucket Seats, Deluxe Wheels,
Tinted Glass, Chrome Bumpers, Luggage Rack, Trailer Hitch, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Windows,
Tilt/Cruise, Remote Mirrors, Tack,Pwr. Seats, Inside Hood Release, Rear Defrost

$32 44
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includes rebate*
N e a rl y

KE
'1`u
arm

•Kehate applies only to customers
$5,600 off of sticker price. This is the SUVot your dreams. If you can get it, this one has it. Heated Driver & Passenger seats, rear panel doors.
in S.C. Chevy region (call for details) in effect thru 4/3/00(subject to change)
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New 2000 Chevrolet Tahoe
7 Liter, Black, V-8, Pwr. Steering, Fuel Injected, Pwr. Brakes, Dr. Side Air Bag, Child Proof
Door, Keyless Entry,4 Wheel ABS, AM/FM/Cass/CD,Fold Down Rear Seat, Leather,
A/C,Bucket Seats, Deluxe Wheels, Tinted Glass, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Windows,Tilt/Cruise,
Remote Mirrors, Tach.,Pwr. Seats, Inside Hood Release, Rear Defrost

Sir

La
Fri
Mt

$29,598

TRoymair

NEWtor
2000!

403 Sycamore St.• Murray
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.• 270-753-7483

Pam Dial, Manager • Janeen Puckett, CSR

prospective students the opportunities offered at Western.
Miller will be at the school on
March 10 from 11 a.m to noon.

MSU students chosen
for social fraternity

1:1 & M Market

Dixieland Center, Murray
(270) 759-0310

Admissions counselor
to visit high school
AmN

New Flowers & Plants Arriving Daily

'base

s1th 'r;trsr. ra: (rotind
Over $2,000 off the sticker price. New,Current Generation Tahoe, with Limited Package. Loaded, all the feature,.ii,r,s., ,i1r,tie

fti. tr. package R,

panel doors, Gray Leather Interior, Lots of extras

New 2000 Chevrolet Venture LS

Power tilling and
composting: extra strong
for mid-size gardens.

3.4 Liter, Silver, V-6, Pwr. Steering, Fuel Injected, Pwr. Brakes, Driver Side Air Bag,
Passenger Side Air Bag, Keyless Entry,4 Wheel ABS,AM/FM/Cass/CD,Fold Down Rear
Seat, A/C, Bucket Seats, Deluxe Wheels, Tinted Glass, Luggage Rack, Pwr. Locks,
Pwr. Windows, Tilt/Cruise, Remote Mirrors, Pwr. Seats, Inside Hood Release,
Rear Wiper, Rear Defrost

$24,000

HP

5.5
1:10
•

includes rebate*

Save over $3,500 off of sticker price 1)ual sliding iode &sirs rear AC, side impact air bags, overhead console w/driver info center. Seven passenger seating (second row captain chairs).
• Rebate applies to ,ii.tomer. in Chevy South Central Region

•

ani

New 2000 Chevrolet3500
Ex-Cab Dooley LS
Vortec 7400, White, V-8, Pwr. Steering, Fuel Iniected, Pwr. Brakes, 4 Wheel ABS.
AM/FM/Cass/CD,A/C, Bench Seat, Ext. Cab,SLRW,Deluxe Wheels, Tinted Glass,
Chrome Bumpers,Trailer Hitch, Pwr. Locks, Pwr. Windows, Tilt/Cruise, Remote Mirrors,
Inside Hood Release

Tillers
• Cast iron

and gear driven transmission

• JUST ONE HAND operation
• 1 forward/1 reverse speed

tilling

width

• Rear mounted Standard

Rotating Bolo tines

be

els

ratio, heavy duty transmission
Priced to move, over $2,700 off of Sticker Price. This one has it all, Split Bench reclining seat. Power lumbar support, grey intenor, 10,000 lb. GM,4 10
.ith heavy duty ausibary transmission cooling system, high capacity air cleaner, heavy duty towing package

• Limited Lifetime Warranty'
••.• Iwo.
,

Te
Th

$29,200

$599"

•••••••

www.troybilt.corri

Murray Home 6 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571
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Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat
Fax (270) 753-1629
Email address - dtayloreldd.net

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-2617
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD R VI I s
‘41.

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$630 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
VAll 3 Ad, Mum Run Wohin 6 Dot Period)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge It"
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
„435 Lake* Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

card of critetrtics

rscoMflcm Pvt.

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Happy Anniversary

WORDS OF DEEP APPRECIATION

guess who is

Dear Editor:

TeleFund 2000, KET's annual on-air fund-raiser, is March 4-23.
During TeleFund one of the most excitingrprograms in the lineup is
Kentucky Life on the Road, a trip along Highway 68 airing on
March 4. For the outdoor enthusiast, watch the special Kentucky
Afield in the Woods and On the Water 6n March 11. Don't Miss
the fascinating program about Frederick Law Olmstead, designer of
Louisville's elaborate park system (March 14); Keenland (March 15);
the glass-blowing tradition in Blenko, W. Va., and quilting in America,
featuring Paducah's quilt show (March 18). Treasure hunters will
enjoy a very special Antiques Roadshow on March 9.

KET will also highlight the popular Frances Mayes with Bella
Tuscany, great cooking and health programs on Sunday afternoons
and wonderful children's specials on Saturdays and Sundays.

Sincerely,

Soap Box Derby
Rotary Club of
Murray, Kentucky
June 2-3, 2000

Rear

"ion

Olt

With Our Sincere Thanks and Appreciations
The Pace Family
Glenda, Harold, Brenda, Randy, John, Mary, Gary, Mike,
Tim, Ronnie, David and Mattie Bea

Tell me about the All-American Soap Box Derby
The All-American Soap Box Derby is a family event designed for boys and
girls ages 9-16, where they learn:
*to complete a project
*to compete fairly
*good sportsmanship
and have fun! Winners of All-American sanctioned local races compete in the
Nationals held in Akron. Ohio during August of each year (since 1936). Once
a racer wins a local race in a division, s/he may no longer race in that division
but must go on to the next higher division. Racers may also earn enough points
to go to the Nationals by competing in different local races around the country. The Murray Derby is an All-American sanctioned local race, and entry fee
will be $25.

•

y

HEll.0 TO GOOD BUYS

n The Classifieds

759-5177

Derby will feature Stock and Super Stock divisions, and kits for the cars can
he purchased from the Murray Rotary Club. Sponsorship packages at most levels will include cars, and these sponsors will need drivers for their cars.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Please Note: Combined weight of driver and car MUST NOT exceed 200
pounds.

• Stock Cars

Mrs. Ann
Reader & Advisor

• Supgr_h_tockfars
*For racers ages 10-16(August I is the age determining day)
*Kit is $470" incl. shipping & tax
•Car decoration is not limited and may be very elaborate
*Larger cockpit opening and a larger weight limit
Car kits contain all parts needed to build a car. Three clinics (construction
workshops) will be held in Murray during the Spring of 2000 to help racers and
their famaies build their cars. Racers may race a car every year they are eligi •
Me. Cars may also he "passed down" to younger siblings, hut cars must be
taken apart and assembled by each subsequent racer

01111101MML
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A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God

'1 glye advice on Business Mamage and Love Mars
•n,,p Your Problems to Me-I will Help Health Matters Depression
Ise Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily 8 Sunday

Bring Ad In For Discount
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For appotntmeni Phone
(270) 767-0508

MARCH MADNESS
ALUMINUM CANS
$0.34 per pound
STATELINEMETALS

SINGLES
Spring fever 2000?
Tired of being alone?
Meet that
special someone
Heartland-Connection
1-800-879-7385.

Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call

count your
on Sat.!
060
Help Wanted

AMAZINGLY $O Down
Hershey rte. Inc. in your
town. Earn S48K+ work 5
hours. No selling. Call
1-888-434-5330. 24hrs.
ARE You Connected
$100. REWARD!!
Internet users wanted
LOCATED IN
For return of small white
$350- 5800/ week
PURYEAR,TN
female dog. Hair recently
1-888-838-0750
cut short. Weighs 16Ibs. www.career-4u-now.com
WILL BE BUYING
Strayed or stolen from pen
CANS FOR $0.34
between Irvin Cobb Resort CDL Drivers, Operators,
Laborers 753-1537 or
&
Old Faxon Community.
THE
MONTH
OF
IN
492-6141
436-5068.
MARCH ONLY...
LOST: 2yr old St. Bernard FULL Time Parts Person.
*ANHEUSER-BUSCH
with red collar. Around Full time lawn mower
mechanic. Apply in perEzell
Road. Reward! Call
RECYCLING CENTER*
son
at Murray Home &
759-0107
Auto Outdoor Division.
LOST: Labrador Retriever.
Yellow. Last seen on 464. FULL Time people needed
ALTERATIONS
Has
tags, if seen contact for landscape installation
Ruth's See & Sew
and maintenance crews
Ellen at 759-9215.
753-6981
Apply in person at Rolling
BETH'S New & Redo
Hills Nursery. 3860 U S
060
Sewing. Phone 759-0768.
HWY 641 North- Murray
Help Wanted
Anytime!
LETICA Corporation.
A leading plastic & paper
FREE Pregnancy
ASE certified technician,
packaging manufacturer,
Tests! Life House
fully booked shop-due to Is seeking motivated inour focus on customer sat- dividuals to join our
753-0700.
NEW Arrival of prom dress- isfaction & 'fix it right the team at our new Fulton.
es & accessories. Name first time." Top pay, bonus, KY location. The following opportunities are
brands: Alyce, Cassandra 401K, insurance, etc. Full- currently
available:
time.
Must
have
own
tools,
Stone & Amber Nicole.
*Shift Supervisors- Must
Sizes: 2-26. Merle Norman good driving record, refer- have 3-5 years "hands on"
of Benton, KY. Call 270- ences & pass drug test. We supervisory experience &
pay you for continuous extensive knowledge of in527-8899.
schooling. Apply in person jection molding.
8ara-5pm
weekdays •Maintenance SuperviPaducah Ford 3476 Park sor- Must have at least 5
Ave. or call 270-444-0011 years experience in all facets of maintenance includor 800-455-0205.
ing electrical & hydraulics.
EOE M/F/DN
Injection molding & prior
supervisory experience
are a must
Xi c.X)OS3J0J0lOiOP'.
cPc170Milla.10-011
LIO_OJUMPc.)
, t_ftlYSCADPLPdP_177
*Molding Technicians- 1.
years in)ection Molding exCrawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
perience
on Fri. & Sat, Nights Until 9:00 p.m.
*Maintenance- Must have
experience with hydraulDine In or Take Out
ics, pneumatics & electr--

L

Savings
From
A to Z

Delicious Pork Bar-B-Oue,
Ribs, Chicken 8 Tenderloin

Crawford's Bar-B-Que and
Almo Country Store
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
753-1934

BIBLE
MESSAGE

Tell me about the cars
There are 3 divisions of cars: Stock, Super Stock and Masters. The Murray

For racers ages 9-16(August 1 is the age determining day)
*Kit is $435" incl. shipping & tax
*Car decoration is limited to decals only - no painting
*Building time is 4-8 hours

Maurita in case
you've lost

5 u(1

Personals

And to everybody who brought food, and sent flowers we
want to say thank you from the bottoms ofour hearts, it will
never be forgotten. And a special thanks goes to J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, words can't express the appreciations we feel for you. You did a wonderful job. Thank you
again for all the love, tenderness and understanding you
gave us. And special thanks goes out to Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church of God and to West Fork Baptist
Church,thanks for all the food,flowers and prayers. Ifthere
is anybody we have forgotten, we thank you too. Whatever
it was, I assure you it was appreciated too!!!

Laura Miller
Friend of KET
Murray, KY 42071

PPI

AnniverSary

And to the Newest Pace Boy - Our 9th Brother: Bro. Brian
Hawkins- Gosh words can not ever express our deepest
gratitude and love we owe you. I don't know how we could
have ever made it through this time of deep sorrow, if it
hadn't been for you. Your constant love, prayers and understanding goes beyond anything either one of us has ever
experienced. May God always richly bless you and remember-we will always love you,for always being there for us
through the loss of our Mother.

KET is simply the best! It must continue to serve the people of our
community. Blit it can only fig ao with Qui financial help, Let KET
know how much you value public television by pledging your support.
And if you'd like to make your pledge with a fellow Calloway
Countian call me, Laura Miller, on Monday night March 6.
Otherwise, call anytime and make your pledge at 1-800-866-0366.

X

Wedding

And to the faithful staff of Long Term Care: There are no
words that can possibly express the deep gratitude we feel
toward you. You were more like a family to us. We would
like to Thank You for all the love, concern, friendship, caring, prayers, food, and flowers you sent to us. I know at
times the lbrothers drove the staff crazy, but not once did you
show any unprofessionalism toward us. All we were ever
shown was unabiding love and understanding through our
deepest sorrow, the loss of a Mother! For that you will
always be very special to us. Once again Thank You for
everything from the bottom of our hearts.

There's also great music for every taste, including the young sopranoCharlotte Church, the Irish Tenors, Andrea Bocelli, Duke Ellington,
Ella Fitzgerald. Bernadette Peters and Andrew Lloyd Weber. If pop
interests you, enjoy the music of Roy Orbison, the Four Tops, Steely
Dan, the Bee Gees, Paul McCartney and more.

C

their 60th

The family of Lillie Mae Pace
would like to express their sincere appreciation to the staff on
second floor, for the care they
gave our Mother from November
24, 1999- December 31, 1999,
during her extended illness. And
to Dr. Gary Marquardt, for your
faithful service with Mom as her
doctor for the past 30-35 years.
She really thought a lot of you
and your family.

Thanks to its friends and supporters in Calloway County, KET has
produced award-winning programs and helped people in our community become better educated and informed. KET is here to serve from children who learn along with Big Bird and Elmo to adults who
earn their GED through KE'rs GED on TV project. KET is also here
to entertain and enlighten with such programs as Masterpiece
Theatre, Mystery!, Nature, Great Performances, Kentucky Life and
Comment on Kentucky.

,Irssic)lot

celebrating

Dear Friends & Neighbors,

As Kentucky Educational Television gears up for its annual onair fund-raiser, our statewide network remains the top choice of viewers who expect quality programming. KET keeps us informed, entertained and inspired. Now it is our chance to let KET know how much
we value public television in Kentucky.

Is,
ws,

CASH CANCER PLAN
cancer policy that will pay $10,000,
$20,000, $30,000, $40,000 or even
$50,000 cash upon diagnosis of internal cancer or malignant melanoma.
Money back feature: If you have not
had a claim in 20 years, you will get
back 100% of the premium you have
paid and the policy will be paid up for
life. Monthly rates for each $10,003
Age 2046.00 Age 3048.00 Age 40= $12.00
Age 50 = $19.00 Age 60 to 64 = $29.00.
For details, limitations & exclusions call.
Now available a first occurrence

McCONNELL INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.

'Terry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199

free local clA)m gervice-

Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Competitive salaries &
excellent benefits package
including Medical. Dental.
Vision, 401(k). Profit Sharing & more.
Send/ Fax resume with
salary history trx
LETICA CORPORATION
191 Industrial Park Drive
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax:(270)472-3666.
E0E. M/F/HN

MECHANICAL
design,
auto cad, R-12, R-14.
Experience needed. Good
benefits and pay Ask for
Steve 270-362-8826.
NOW Accepting application for full time positions
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS is looking for
self- motivated, dedicated
individuals to work and
grow in ''our expanding
industry. Applications are
available at. SPORTABLE
106
SCOREBOARDS,
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
near PTL complex).
Products
OFFICE
Company now accepting
resumes for service technician Must have electronIns. mechanical background Computer knowledge a plus Send resume
to PO Box 938, Benton.
Ky 42025
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I.

Help Wanted

Help VMOW

LOOKING For Dependable
people to work at Cypress
Springs Resort Waitresses
arid kitchen help needed
C all for appointment 270436-5496
LPN
SHADY Lawn has
openings for LPN- Full
and part time Sign on
bonus offered Apply in
person 2582 Cerulean
Road.
Cadiz F 0 E

RN./ LPN
Green Acres Hearth Care
in Mayfield is seeking qualified individuals for a part
time Mon thru Fn, 3pm8p m shift For more information please contact April
Cormelius ADON at
Green Acres Healthcare
402 West Farthing
Mayfied, KY 42066
1-270-247-6477

I

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
For the
Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurMee:-Six days per week detivery.Apply_ in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whtnell Ave.
MANAGER TRAINEE
EARN UP TO $35K-40K IN
MANAGEMENT + BENEFITS
Company will provide in-class expense-paid
training. Openings in Murray, Mayfield and
Marshall Co.

FRIDAY. MARCH 3, 2000

I

Nalp WOW

uov

140

060

Wadi to Buy

Seep Wanted

4111111111sts For Rent

Hsi° Wanlid
PHYSICAL Therapy
SOMEONE To Pass ou WANTED Riding mowers
go carts & 4 wheelers that
Technician:
flyers for business
need work 436-2867
PRNIMust work weekends
767-0508
High School Graduate or
SPORTSMAN'S
150
equivalent
Employee ANCHOR RESORT &
Midas
undergoes specific job MARINA hiring for the
For Sale
training for two weeks nec- 2000 Season as follows
essary to perform duties Store Clerks- MARINA, MOTORCYCLE Helmets
Experience preferred but Part
days work boots camouflage
4
time
not required Must have RESORT,
time clothing For all ages
full
good people skills Pick up Housekeeper- RESORT. Jerry's Sporting Goods of
application
must be able to work any of Mayfield
Murray-Calloway
the 7 days a week, hours
WASHER & Dryer
County Hospital
Dock
vary
Outside
753-4684
803 Poplar St..
Person- MARINA,full time,
Murray, Ky 42071
Grounds
Outside
experienced Maintenance- RESORT,
SEEKING
roofers, willing to work Full time All positions must
be able to work some
hard 5 years experience
Large Selection
weekends and holidays
489-6125 leave message
physical
good
in
and
Mobile 748-7120
health retirees welcome
only.
weekdays
Call
Ward-Elkins
between 9 00 to 4 00 for
On the Square
interview and job applica7s5-1 111
170-35X-6568
Tion.
Position will include product demonstraLocated on HWY 68 at
tion of customized software, installation
160
Jonathan Creek
Home Furnishings
and onsite training. Must be able to demonTHE Murray- Calloway strate an understanding of Windows softCounty Parks is hiring 1-2
seasonal 4itintenance ANTIQUE Cherry dining
ware, have strong verbal communication
workers to work 20-40 table, 6 chairs, china cabiskills and willingness to travel. Windows
hours per week At $6 00- net 759-3484
NT and/or Novell networking is beneficial.
BROYHILL Dresser
$7.001 hr Person must be
with mirror Good
able to occasionally lift 50
Send resumes only to 3780 Hwy 79 N. pounds and walk 20tt with
condition, come see
Paris, TN 38242
it Task include, but not lim5150/ obo. 759-0315.
leave message
ited to Mowing. weed eating garbage pick up and KING Waterbed with headcleaning
restroom
board and matching furniApplications are available ture $500 obo. 753-2279.
at the park office at 900
04/01/00- 12./18/00
Payne Street between
05/01/00 - 01/15/01
8am- apm

LOCAL
Established
Insurance Agency seeking
Customer
Service
Representative Previous
Insurance experience not
required Benefit package
provided including Healt4
Insurance and retirement
plan Send resumes to
P.O Box 1040-A Murray
KY 42071
Sign On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
for full or part time RN
charge nurse position
Sign- on onus of $500
offered Apply in person
2582 Cerulean Road,
Cadiz E 0.E

USED
APPLIANCES

CLASSIFIED

SALES & TRAINING

Agricultural Workers Needed

To qualify:
'Competitive, sports-minded track record
'Travel in local area
'Legal age with access to a reliable car
•Health, dental insurance plus 401K savings
and stock purchase

For confidential personal interview
call Mon.& Tues. only at 753-6706
between 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
ask for Crystal Price
EOEJM-F

Senior Accountant
Mattel. Inc., the world's leading play company, has an opening for a Senior Accountant at
its Murray, Ky. manufacturing/distribution
facility. The ideal candidate will have a minimum of three (3) years experience in general accounting preferably in a manufacturing
environment. Other qualifications include
solid analytical skills; general ledger and
internal auditing experience. Cost accounting a plus. Solid interpersonal skills a must.
Computer proficient B.S. in Accounting
required or related area. Mattel. Inc. offers a
comprehensive salary and benefits program
in a progressive environment. Please submit
resume with salary history and reference,to:

MATTEL, INC.
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E
MURRAY, KY 42071
Fax 270-767-1304
An Equal Opportunity Employi•r
.7))1/F/V/D

05/08/00 - 02/08/01
Wages: $6.39 per hour and $7.00 per
hour depending on job performed. 75e4 of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to those beyond
'local recruiting area. Transportation and
subsistence paid when 50(7i of contract is
met. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

TRAINING AND SUPPORT
NETWORK ENGINEER
Position w ill include installing and configuring
software and hardware components. Must be
able to demonstrate an advanced level of networking knowledge working with Windows
NT and Novell. Position will include assisting
customer with the use of computer software
utilizing networking databases and troubleshooting. Must have excellent verbal communication skills. Positiiin involves travel.

TRA IN ER
Duties to include. hut ale not limited to:
installing and training on customized software
program. Individual should have basic computer knowledge and excellent verbal communication skills. Position requires travel. Familiarity.
vv ith networking such as Microsoft NT and
ovell is a plus.

Send resume to: 3780 Highway 79 N
Paris, Tennessee 38242

Serval! Termite and
Pest Control Company

Serval! Termite and
Pest Control Company

is currently accepting applications for a Pest
Control Technician MALE OR FEMALE! No
experience necessary Training provided
Applicant must be honest, willing to work, and
have a good driving record

is currently accepting applications for the position of Sales in our termite department No
experience necessary. Training provided
Applicant must be honest, willing to work, and
have a good driving record

If you would like to make a better than average
,ncome in the Murray area, we want to talk to
you'

If you would like to make a better than average
income in the Murray area, we want to talk to
you

Apply In Person At Our Office
1604 S.R. 121 North. Murray. KY

Apply In Person At Our Office
1604 S.R. 121 North. Murray. KY

Dear MSU Friends and Supporters:
Hello! Our names are Sherrie Daniel and Stephanie Daniel We are both Music Maiiirs at Murray State University
We both transferred to this school last semester from Chicago. Illinois for two reasons • the opportunities this university has to offer, and the town this university is located - Murray. We were raised in J small town similar to
Murray. so the idea of coming to school surrounded by the same warm and friendly atmosphere ot our hometown

WANTED Part-time LPN
or CMA 20 hours per
week Some nights &
weekends Send or bring
resume to 300 S 8th St
Suite 480W. Murray. Ky

JOHN Deere 30-20 2
Chevrolet 2-ton trucks
Water trailer John Deere
148 loader 492-8411

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759-9553
HOUSE Cleaning Low
rates Experienced & references 492-6267
LOVING Grandma will
babysit in my home
Weekends available 7590757
WILL Do house cleaning or
ironing in your home Call
474-2131. leave message
WILL Sit with elderly
Monday- Friday Days
only Excellent references
767-0969

100
Business
Opportunity
Tenan
BUSINESS
Wanted, Space available
for Barber Shop Beauty
Shop Retail Sales or
Branch
Olive
Offices
Realty 767-9900
CARRY Out & delivery
piz7a franchise Financing
available for qualified individual Call Lance or Neil
1-800-310-8848
FRANCHISE restaurant for
sale High volume sales
Excellent location, currently operating Owner assistancelraining available
Contact PO. Box 1040-F.
Murray. y 42071

Office Space

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
-Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Chori
•shaiAl areas .11i

ot fav

•NIM Irak, ••••••ii111

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121.

was ideal.
Murray State has a wonderful reputation for its music program. Dennis Johnson. the I firector ot Bands at the um 436-5933.
versity, and the faculty in the Department of Music have developed a program where any student venturing Out into
Store Hours- 9a m -7p m
the world can leave this school with the knowledge of knowing they have had the hest teaching and the best stall
Mon-Sat
to do the teaching. They can go out with both the education and the confidence thev have icceived from a fine proVisa Mastercard Accepted
gram such as this.
In the music department, there are many performing ensembles that a student can become involved in The one [140
we would like to tell you about is the Symphonic Wind Ensemble The ensemble is composed of 50 of the top
Want to Buy
instrumental musicians in the university. The students perform a repertoire that includes works of the finest wind
hand composers in the world. The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble has accepted an invitation
ANTIQUES, Collectibles
Furniture and Primitives
to be the featured band at the Bntish Association of Symphonic Bands and Wind Lnsenibles conference to he held
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
in Manchester. England. in April 2000. This association has held a conference each year since 1952 The 2000 con
Entire Estates Call
ference marks the third time it has hosted an international conference The Murray Yale ensemble will be the rink
753-3633
ensemble from the United States invited to participate in the conference!
from
toys
BUYING'S
This is truly an amazing honor. Let us tell you a little bit about the conference so that you will understand why it
1950s-1970's, or older
is such an honor for each of the students who are in the ensemble. The conference will he a three-day event and
Antiques 8 Collectibles
the ensemble will present the headline concert. In preparation for its participation in this conierence, the ensemble
Manchester in the day just preceding
759-3456
will give additional performances in Great Bntain en route from London to
CASH for toys. GI JOE
the conference These will include a joint concert with the prestigious Royal Air Force Wind Rand in London. a
and Transformers
concert at the University of Reading. and a performance at Oxford During the conference the ensemble will parOld & new. 753-7185.
ticipate in two additional conference events. They will read numerous works for conference participants under sevstrategies
CASH paid for good. used
eral guest clinicians, and they will he the demonstration group for a clinic of conducting techniques and
rifles shotguns. and pisthat Mr. Dennis Johnson has been invited to teach.
Benson Sporting
For most of the Murray State University students involved, this will he their first international travel experience. tols
12th,
Goods, 519 S
which means an important educational experience as well The musical involvement they will have with otfier
Murray
ensembles and conductors will challenge them to view their own experiences in light of those of musicians in other
FROST free refrigerator,
countnes They will hear different ideas on performance goals. sound ideals, and musical styles. They will hear
used Carpeting, gas heatrepertoire, which may be little known in the United States, and they will gain a better understanding of global culing stove, air conditioner
ture. history and educational ideas
storm windows 753-4109
This is a wonderful opportunity for the ensemble. The estimated cost for this endeavor is S71.(KK) Ii will he no
small undertaking to move this number of individuals, their personal belongings, and their musical instruments
OLD mini bikes Honda
Mindrail 250 Honda XR75
around the world.
The reason we are writing this letter is to ask for help with the costs for this trip. Contributions alonv with fundor Indian Mini 50CC
Running or not running
ing from Murray State University and other sources, will help make this tnp affordable for the students involved.
Condition does not matter
This tnp will be the opportunity of a lifetime for all students involved. We know. because we are two of them We
are all neighbors in Murray. We drive the same streets. we eat in the same restaurants, and we all have the same 753-8743
goals in life: that we may be able to reach out with our hands and with our hearts sir that life will he lived to the
WANT To Buy
fullest.
Used Paddle Boat
Thank you for taking the time to consider this request. Any assistance from the community will he appreciated.
3 or 4 Pass
270-436-5185
Shen-ie A. Daniel
Stephanie I. Daniel
WANT To Buy
Used Treadmill No
Checks should he made out to -MSU Foundation- and mailed to: Department of Music. Murray State
Fancy Mechanics
University. 304 Fine Arts Building. Murray. KY 42071-3342
489-2186

111.1s. Hi' •

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available

220

Muse See To Apprevate
Musical
Mon

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars. Amps, Strings.
Picks etc Hours
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat
'THE Music Crib"
668 Greenplain Road
Smiles South 0( 641
•Guitars
•Amps, Etc
Low Over Headl
Low Prices'
New Inventory,
270-492-8691
M-F 12+9
Sat 10+5
Home Lots For Sale
OWNER
Available
0757.

Financing
Call now 759-

Mobile Homes For Sale
1998 16x80 Legend Gas
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
Must be moved $24,000
obo Call 435-4401
20 acres. 2 ponds. barn
Very nice 1997 16x60
mobile home w' extras
$79.000
474-8404 evenings

Available For Viev..ng 415 S
-Fri 900-4 30• Call For !Wow •
• B
VV, A S,

320

Apartments For Rent
1BR Furnished apt $225
month plus deposit No
pets 121N, next to fairgrounds 270-753-3139
1BR duplex apt Very
nice
area
clean,
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
1BR , completely furnished Water included
$225/mo.
low utilities
References & deposit
required No pets
753-3949
841-0166
2BR Apt. near campus. no
pets Days 753-5980. 7531203 after 5pm.
R, Like new townhouse
C/H/A, appliances Very
nice Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
2BR near MSU. $325
Water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

CLASSIFIED

TWO TO CHOOSE!
EPSON Computer model
EL 35/33- plus printer,
monitor. keyboard and
mouse $150 753-9473

Ihijkl4 a MI

3 bedroom, 2 bath multi-section home
delivered to your lot - only $1,575.00 down
& payments as low as $280.00 per month
to qualified buyers.

Call Jerry, Brad or Bob at
901-642-4466

WOW!INCREDIBLE!
4 bedroom, 2 bath, 1,200 sq. ft. home.
delivered to your lot. Only $1,000.00 down
& payments as low as $240.00 per month
to qualified buyers

Call Jerry, Brad or Bob at
901-642-4466

CLA

/

-/EO

779

Of.

NOW available
1 room studio, just off campus. New carpet. remodeled. Coleman RE 7594118.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO
Small 1 room apt plus
bath. Water paid $135/
month. Available now No
pets_ Days: 753-5980 7531203 after 5pm
SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex 2br. 2 full baths,
on
Located
garage.
Michelle Drive, Just North
of town, behind Cain's. All
included.
appliances
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher.
garbage disposal. All the
extras. Lease/ deposit
required Call after 5p m.
767-0912.
TIRED Of Big Utility Bills/
We have an apt for you
Furnished or unfurnished
$225/ month No pets, no
lease required 753-3949
Cell- 841-0166

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

New & Used, Engine & PTO
Pumps, Aluminum & PVC Pipe,
Soft & Hard Hose Travelers, all for
water and slurry, parts also. We
Rent Slurry Pumping Equipment

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION
1-800-725-5986

NICE 2br Apt For Rent
753-5731
NICE 2BR
refrigerator
No pets
Ridgewood

duplex Stove
Lease/deposit
1819
$425
753-7457

$750
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EASTSIDE
r
.2
E
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

YARD
SALE
Multi-Family
Inside Grady Hall
Woodmen of the
World Camp
Off 641 North
Murray
March 4, 2000
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

CLASSIFIED

*1963 Chevy Pickup Rough. but starts & runs
good Clutch & drive line good Including good
4 spd transmission $350

SE

storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

AKC Chocolate Labs 6:
weeks old 7 males 4
females Kellogg bloodline
Excellent
Vet checked
hunting stock & pet Very
smart $200 Call 270-2470296
AKC Registered Chocolate
Lab puppies First shots
worming
done
and
available
Pedigrees
Ready for new home on
March 7 Call 753-2767
after 5p.m.
$200
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
Retriever
GOLDEN
Champion
Puppies.
Pedigrees. $200. 2478059.
NOW Taking orders for
AKC Golden Retrieve'.
Puppies. Will be ready
March 19th $200. Call
please
270-474-8340,
Apartments leave a message
HILLDALE
now taking applications for
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
7YR Leopard Appaloosa
TOD,* 1-800-545-1833
good trail horse 753-2168
Ext 287
Rolls
Fescue.
HAYOffice phone 437-4113
Timothy & Orchard Grass.
Hours Mon-Fri
Mix $30. per roll after 6p.m.
7 30AM-3 30PM
492-8790.
LARGE Duplex in private
area Central gas H/A
Yetkb
Utility room Lease plus
deposit $450/ month No
SRING Sale
pets 759-1087
Benton Antiques
NEW 1br apt University
Heights Stove, refrigera- 103 W 13th St 10%-40%
tor, dishwasher, w/d $325. off selected merchandise
2br Duplex 5 miles, Almo. Open Wed-Sat 10AMStove, refrigerator. w/d, 1PM

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer. furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

41!

nitui
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

C/H/A $375 Deposit, no
pets. 753-4937. M-F, 8-5

IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT

*Sharp. sharp 10 ft. trailer Must see

753-3853

infetenCeR,w.uii

1
•Reielpil4.111,

SEASONED FirewoodU-haul 753-4109

2BR Upstairs $285/ month
plus deposit 2 bath, downstairs $400/ month plus
Entire House
deposit
$650 + deposit Call 4892296
2BR, all appliances
furnished Water furnished $350 plus deposit
753-9620 after 7p m

4BR House for rent 21/2
baths With C/H/A 1705
Miller Owner on Premises
15171/2
Duplex
2BR
9am- 4p m Call 759-3660
Henry St Appliances furNICE 2br No pets
nished Rent $350 Deposit HAZEL 2BR, appliances
Lease/deposit/references
$350 Call 435-4125
492-8526.
2BR Duplex. Quiet neighborhood. $300/ month. NICE 3br Country home
4 miles
DOUBLE Wide Lease lots $300/ deposit. No pets. with basement.
month
$550./
North.
message.
leave
753-6870,
option
Purchase
753-3584.
753-9270
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat,
LOT for rent 492-8488
Available now Coleman
consider rent to own
RE 759-411p
LOT For Rent 753-9866
753-4109
AVAILABLE immediately..
_ _ LQTS cor, rent.
182 bedroom apts. Also 1
Toskuna Place
handicap accesbedroom
753-9270.
sible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
availsite
building
PRIME
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
able for 2-3 yrs Coleman
Phone 759-4984
RE 759-4118
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX, 2br, 18021.2 A
Business Rentals
Monroe Ave. $375.
753-8002.
I
Storage Rentals
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N 16th
Various size units St , now accepting applications for 2br townhouses
Walnut Plaza
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
104 N. 5th
All Size Units
Equal
Call 753-1970
753-9621
Housing Opportunity.
Available

& .111

Firewood
Domestic & Childcare

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt stove refrigerator, D/VV, W/D, and ceiling
fans Clean, no pets
753-9841 or 436-5496
1BR Apt Walk to MSU
Clean, 753-2084

28X68 Rockwood 3Br,, 2
bath 1750 sq ft living
space Live in 1 year. 7532168
4 lots 120fV200ft 1997
home,
16x70
mobile
garage & other out buildings Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own

sea For Rent

1

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958

•1989 Chevy Astro Van Nice & ready to go
anywhere With wheelchair Mt $6,000

Wiggins Furniture

•16', wide bottom Jon Boat. Good brand boat
Nearly new trolling motor Depth finder, mooring
cover $2.250 Good trailer 30 h p Yamaha
tiller handle

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

Grayson McClure - Panorama Shores
4364483

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
100
Boas & Motors

Yard Sale

nonth
iownplus
louse
489-

BEAUTIFUL Building sites
1993 MAZDA Van One
available Pick your woodowner Excellent! $6500
ed hillside choice of
753-5859
acreage from 2 on up 1995 GRAND Caravan
415 S. 11th St. Restricted 1 tract with Fully loaded with rear air.
pond located 5 minutes Extra nice Day- 489-2020
Sat., March 4
North of town Call for pri- After 6p m - 489-2525
7 a.m.-11 a.m. vate showing today 753 95 Ford Aerostar van
2905
86,xxx miles $6200 00
Clothes - woman,
270-489-6087
adult, toddler For
Sate
REDUCED
phone, answering
1998 Ford Windstar Vanmachine, lots of
3BR, 2 bath downstairs GL Luggage rack, traction
"stuff," many items
Cozy 2br upstairs C/H/A, control, dual air, 4 captain
25C and 50C
33,000 miles
appliances, 1 2/3 acres chairs
Selling for less than $13,800 (270)247-5265
appraisal 489-2296
3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
41/2 acres, 30ft pool Must
713 1/2 Elm St. see' 753-2279
4BR, 31,2 baths. Bonus
Sat., March 4
room, sun room. 2 car
Nice & ready to go
7 a.m.-?
garage 2 years old.
With
anywhere.
492-8737.
Washer, dryer, chest
lift.
,wheelchair
h•
4BR.2 story older house in oh-drawers, baby
$6,000
Hazel. 2 1/2 garage, 24'
toys, dishes, pots &
pool, stove, fridge, & dishGrayson McClure
pans, table and
washer. $49,900.
chairs, blankets, lots,
Panorama Shores
270-492-8144.
lots more.
BEST Buy in Canterbury.
3br, 2 bath Brick Ranch
2000sq. ft. New deck, H/A
and roof $99,250. owner
financing. 753-5703
Used Treace
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
12364 Hwy. 94 East
2 bath, brick. Double lot, 1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
town's edge.
pads $3,000 or best offer.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Easy financing
Call 437-3130, leave mesMoving - final sale 753-4109/ 759-8093.
sage Owner anxious to
offer.
make
an
OPEN DAILY- New 4br. sell
Electric typewriter,
21+2 bath home at 2002 1989 Chevy full-size pickelectric calculator, 5
Rugby Drive in Campbell up. Model 1500 Z-71. 350
drawer file cabinet.
Est. Call 753-3903 for fur- motor 4x4.
Lots of items (no further information.
Days 762-1549
niture).
Nights 753-3293
OPEN House
Sunday. March 5th
1992 CHEVY Mark III.
Starting 1-3p.m
Red, loaded. $8,250.
3br, 2 bath Brick
753-1132, leave message.
716 Fairlane Drive
1992 Full size Bronco cusOWNERS WANT OFFER tom. 77K miles, V-8, auto.
4157 US Hwy. 641 S.
Almo area, live in one part, $9200. obo. 14' Jon boat,
3 miles south of
rent the other. 5br, 21,2 trailer, 15hp Johnson with
Murray at Old
baths. $89,500. Call Kim at blind. $900. Call
Wisehart's Grocery.
Park Avenue Properties.
901-247-5567.
362-4224
or
362-4148.
1995
FORD
4 wheel drive
Fri. & Sat.
Like new, with 99,xxx
465
7 am.-?
miles $6,990
Barn For Rent
492-8676
Large safe, guns,
Dodge
Diesel Ext.
1997
household items
DARKFIRED Holds 21'2- cab. 3/4 ton. 2 wheel drive.
Between 1 owner. 54,xxx miles.
3
acres
Coldwatersaind Stella. 489- loaded. Excellent condi2116
tion. 901-498-8006.
470
1998 DODGE 0-Cab pickMotorcycles & ATVs
up. Swb. 48K, Black SLT.
489-2183 or 753-3785.
1996 WARRIOR
350 1999 DODGE. LWB, SLT
electric Good condition Lame. 9,xxx miles One
runs excellent. $2500
owner, garage kept. 318 VSaturday
435-4201
8. All power, Dove Gray,
Corner Pocket 1996 YZ250. FMF pipe new truck. $18.800.
759-3569.
On Radio Rd. Plus extras. $2500.
753-2279.
Almo
1999 Kawasaki Prairie 44
1963 Chevy
12-6 p.m.
New condition_ Only 500
Pickup
miles. $4800. 080. 753Rough, but starts &
8743.
runs good. Clutch &
96 Timber Wolf 4x4. Great
drive
line
good.
condition. $2800. After
-12111Lake Property
Including good 4 spd.
5PM 753-6105.
transmission $350.
3BR., 2 bath Lakefront
Sharp, sharp 10 ft.
Subdivision with 4 lots
Sport Utility Vehicles
trailer. Must see.
total New septic system
$34,900 435-4632
1996 CHEVY Blazer LS. 4 $750.
door. 4x4 54,xxx miles. Al
Grayson McClure
NEW Concord Area,
3 very nice log cabins on the buttons $14.000. 8-5
Panorama Shores
small lake lot Call Johnny M-F. 753-4451 after 5p.m
436-5483
901-641-6900 or 901-693- 753-1580.
1113.
1998 JEEP Sahara. Hard
i10
top. Like new, with low
440
mileage Call 759-1894,
Lots For Sale
evenings.
1972 Camper 196" $1500
1 ACRE Lots mil with
14ft Aluminum 25hp trolling
restrictions 5 miles North o
Used Cars
motor
Depth finders
Murray Great location to
$1500 436-2754 after 5
1978
THUNDERBIRD
your new home, dou
blewide or modular home One owner- 400 CU in V-8 1988
WINNEBAGO
Starling at $7,000 Call 150,xxx miles $995 753- Chieftain
w/
454.
270-759-9192 or email 9473
Generator, A/C, gas heat.
(outland apex net
1982 BUICK. Good shape Satellite TV., new Berber
carpet, new tires, new
112 ACRE Lot 7 miles Cheap' 753-0586
North of Murray. 753-1967 1986 HONDA Accord LXI awning. Excellent shape
3/4 ACRE Lots All under- 1 owner, Bough local. ATT. 56,xxx miles. $17,900.
ground
city
utilities P/VV. P/L 118,xxx miles. 435-4632.
Woodgate/ Gatesborough Garage kept. Extra nice
$3.500 obo 753-7304
area $16,900 435-4632
CONSTRUCTION lots in 1990 929 Mazda. Loaded.
North school district Can good condition. 97,xxx 1987 19ft Stratus. F&S
be purchased as mini farm miles. $2900. 753-0569 Gray and charcoal metal
after 5p.m.
753-3785 or
flake. 150 Yamaha- SS
489-2183
1991 FORD Mustang LX prop. 3 depth finders, foot
MURRAY Estates Lots for 5 0 Red with red interior, control. 12/24 TM. Live
sale, city limits Private Wrecked $1,000
wells, cover, on board dual
437-3144
country style living Watch
charger. gauges and
for our entrance on 94W 1993 HONDA CIVIC 4dr, extras_ Garage kept, sharp
Call 270-435-4487 or 1- white with spoiler Call after and perfect. $8700 firm.
888-673-0040
759-3569
5 30p m 753-3662
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tompkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
•VINYL SIDING
•ROOFS - STREAKED
•RV's & TRAILERS
*DECK & PATIO RESEALINi
'DRIVE WAYS
•VINYL FENCES

Services Offered
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions, Decks, painting,
remodeling replacement
windows repairs, vinyl
siding. roofing
No Job Too Small.
492-6267
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finitty - • 18Yrs experience_
New Construction •
Remodeling• Repairs•
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified.
435-4272.

Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

Scott Lam pkins

(270) 767-0062

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile,
laminated floors &
hardwood floors installed.

-"SiattsfiC-triti;
Guaranteed"

759-1591

HAMILTON COm

ALL
Carpentry,
All
Open by appointment Call or Fax 753-8087
Electrical. Home building,
1.8 miles north on 121
additions,
remodeling,
porches, decks. Rotten
shaped & polished for kitchen counGranite floors, sagging roofs.
ters. fireplace surrounds. serving lines, desk tops
Home & Mobile repair,
Natural Marble - Bathroom vanities, tub
vinyl siding. References.
decks, fireplace surrounds
Licensed & insured. Call
- Tub decks, kitchen splashes,
Stone
Tumble
Larry Nimmo. Day- 753fireplace surrounds
9372. Night- 753-0353.
Accept Visa or Mastercard.
Ceramic Tile - 12xl2 or 16x16 over 50,000 sq. 11. in
suck cement hoard, grouts and thinset all stock items
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accesFencing
Landscape
sories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Lawncare
Decks
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
Michael T. Knuckles
APPLIANCE REPAIR
(270) 489-2070
452 Cook Store Trail
All brands, Kenmore 30+
Cell (270) 210-0059
years experience BOBBY Murray, KY 42071
HOPPER, 436-5848
't.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
Specializing in
BEAT The Spring Rush!
Roofing,
Additions- RemodelingRe-Roofing
Vinyl Siding- Windows.
Bad Credit- No Credit& Roof Repairs
No Problem Financing
Call Toll Free
877-294-5777.
270-759-5475.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount, Tracy
Manning. 435-4006.
CONTRACTING
270-436-2269
Roofing, vinyl siding, addi1-800-821-6907
tions, decks, kitchen
LICENSEDAINSURED Free Estimatec Tree Trimming
remodeling, restoration
Cleanup Service
work. Guaranteed Quality
24 Hr Service
k
Work. 25 Years experiHedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
ence. Call Walters
Tree ti Stump
Contracting, 753-2592.
Removal
l'ts tt 1 La in fr
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVES Carpentry
Home Improvement
753-0530
Remodels Decks,
FREE
to PRIMESTAR
Additions We Do It Right
Dish Network
Customers!!
270-474-8417
Installed hi
DAVID Clayton.
Your How!
Decks, repairs, & remodelTV
ing. No job too small qualBeg Prices On Paps & Cell Phones
ity work. 753-6105
Come see us at our new location
Cleaning
DAVID'S
408 N. 12th St.
Services "Cleaning" vinyl
(Next to Pizza Hut
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Completely
Insured,
Mobile Phone 502-759- •for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
4734
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
DAVID'S HOME
&
accessories in stock. Also post
IMPROVEMENT
frame
building material.
'Replace rotten or water
damaged floors
Call Metal Mall,
*Install braces & floor
Mayfield
joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•Replace or repair water
and drain lines
•Install moisture barriers
Plus... all other home
David
improvements
Gallimore, Owner. Free
YOU SHOW US:
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
•Average credit (not perfect)
DORNBUSCH
•Steady income history
Construction
Custom built homes addiWE SHOW YOU
tions, remodels or repairs
•100'7 loan, no money
Call 753-1245
down
•flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.875%. APR 9.0'1 - 30 yr fixed

1995 TAURUS Like new
83,xxx miles $5400
16' Wide Bottom
1994 Escort station wagon
Jon Boat
APPROX 10 acres wil Very depend $3300 753Good brand boat.
divide into 5 acre tracts 2479
Nearly new trolling
just off Coles Campground
1999 SUBARU Forester
motor. Depth finder,
Road on Springs Rd
30.xxx
miles
Black.
753-9502 559-5062
cover.
mooring
miles
Loaded Approx 30
455
trailer,
Good
$2
250.
per gallon Must sell
Acreege
30 h.p. Yamaha tiller
$18,000 obo 251-0018
MOVING! Must Sell' 1993 handle.
1 3 ACRES in Wiswell sub
Grayson McClure
Ford Tempo 4dr. auto,
division Near Southwes
Panorama Shores
A/C. bucket seats
School $15,000 Call
436-5483
474-0119
492-8879
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
Shiloh Rd. Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
View property. review posted data, then please call
270-441-2253.
12 ACRES Woods. pas3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home in Oaks Estates. Two car garage on
ture, creek Building sites.
house plus 2 car detached garage. new central gas heat & air, new
$18,500
reduced
to
dishwasher, range & side-by-side refrigerator. Completely redecoTerms 753-9302. tiOullt
rated in 1997. Walk to golf course. 75846111
700111
FotSsts

lily
f Hall
tithe
rT1p
)rth

WANT To Buy. Double
Trailer for jet skis
For Sale or Trade Single
jet ski
trailers
15'
Aluminum fishing boat with
18hp motor & trailer 7538251

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES

M.S. Construction

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Lamb Brothers
's-A-- 1-1>) Tree Service

S99.95

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

d`sh D.REc

Metal Roofing

1-800-909-9064

Global Mortgage Link

Free Column

Services Offered

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters gutter supplies gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small
Yes, we clean gutters. Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262

RICK'S Roofing & Repairs FREE 1/2 Rottweiler & 1/2
Shingles, flat roofs & metal Black Lab puppies 2
roofs Free estimates
males & 3 females Can
270-437-4559
see anytime Call
270-354-9572
ROOF LEAKING?
professional FREE Hickory Firewood
a
Call
Residential, Commercial or Trees are already down
Industrial 270-435-4645
You cut it Plaid couch
SUREWAY Tree & Stump $250 Red race car bed
Removal Insured with full $40 492-8156
line of equipment Free
estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
bed
PAINTER- Experienced &
mulching. Free Estimates.
low rates Murray area
759-9609
753-4715
YARD TECH
PERSONAL Touch
Lawn Care.
Home & Lawn Care
Dependable, insured
Fencing, Moving,
Residential or
Lanqcaping. 753-Q904.,
43'-4'723.
Ask for Jason
CUSTOM Tractor Work
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Garden Tilling- Drive
Decks, Home Additions,
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Work- Bushhogging.
Garages, Carports, Pole
Free Estimates
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Phone 270-492-6159.
Installed
&
Finished.
Cell 853-4188.
Workmanship.
Quality
Affordable
Rates.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your root- Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
ing needs 436-2613

CLASSIFIED

:
6 01
11 0
.45PACIG F0121
"
00

,

A

FENCING
LAWN & Landscape
Midway Fence Company.
Maintenance. Seeding,
Mulching, Tree & Shrub
Chain link, & custom wood
Replacement. Phone
privacy fences, installation
753-4980, leave message. and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
LAWNS Mowed
759-1519,
Guaranteed work
Call Now. 435-4423
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
LEE'S
grinding, firewood. Insured.
CARPET
489-2839.
A-1 Tree Service
CLEANING
Stump removal& tree
Emergency Water
spraying.
Removal. Furniture,
492-8737 or 437-3044
FREE Estimates
Free estimates
Call Today
ELECTRICAL
753-5827
New construction
remodeling, or just replacMOODY'S Mower Repair
r
ing a switch
Pick Up &
753-5668
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday.
March 4, 2000:
You are master of your own ship, especially if you take time to pull hack and
reflect before acting. Your abilities to
read between the lines and to understand
others help in all realms of your life.
Don't settle; go for what is important to
you. Your charisma speaks. You are able
to touch others. If you are single. your
social life remains active. You will meet
someone quite naturally in your daily
life, and you'll quickly bond with him.
Check out a potential paramour carefully,
however. If attached, romance blossoms
when the two of you hide away together.
Your mate defers to you frequently. Good
will breeds naturally. PISCES is a pal.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult

Make appointments. Whittle a,w-ay at
your to-do list. You accomplish a lot, but
it might be wise to not make any formal
decisions until evening. Others seek you
out. Make plans with fnends. Tonight:
The more, the merrier.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Worry less about being responsible. Enjoy being out and about. Your
sense of well-being allows you to go in a
new direction. Laughter and fun happen
if you contact the child in you. Be nurtunng with a child or loved one. Tonight.
Put up your feet.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stay close to home and get
extra rest. Another would like to spend
more time with you. Make plans in the
later day to hook up with a loved one or
sweetheart Romance could sizzle if you
Just let go. Tonight: Let flirtation build.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Get a head start on errands and
calls. Your social side emerges. You have
a good time just hanging out. Don't make
concrete plans if you don't want to. Be a
free spint. Concern over a domestic matter should be expressed. Tonight: Make it
easy -order in or go to a neighborhood
haunt.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Reach out for others. Make sure
another's plans are in sync with yours.
Take time to shop for a new outfit or a
special present Indulge yourself- you
need it. Make calls later in the day. Agree
only to plans that make you smile.
Tonight: Relish the moment and a friendship
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
***** You naturally beam in what
you want, with little effort. Another cherishes your time and company. Use care
with a loved one or a cl,)se family member, who might need extra attention but
might not know how to ask for it.
Tonight: Your treat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
*** Plan on a low-key' early day You
need some time off before you get into
the weekend spirit. Return phone calls.
Reach out for others and make plans for
the evening. Others missed you, and they
are only too happy to join you.
Popularity is on the upswing. Tonight:
Whatever you want-just ask

ARIES (March 21-April 191
*** Round up your tnends; visit with
others and be your ever-gregarious self.
Catch up on news. Specialize in fun and
relaxing. No decision making! Schedule
time with a loved one in the later day.
when you feel more settled. Tonight:
Quiet time.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Take charge. Invite fnends and
loved ones over for a party in the near
future, even this evening. An older relative appreciates your caring and attention. Ask for more of what you want.
Don't minimize a fnendship. Tonight:
You can do whatever you fancy!
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** Take off as soon as you can
You could easily be overwhelmed by all
that is on your mind. Taking some time
off in a different setting recharges your
mind and spirit. Do for yourself and let
others fend for themselves nght now.
Tonight: All eyes turn to you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Relate on a one-on-one level.
Another appreciates your attention. Be
willing to discuss a money matter and get
down to the root of an issue. You see
problems differently than a partner or
key contact does. You have a lot to learn BORN TODAY
from each other. Tonight: Join your Activist Chastity Bono (1969). actress
fnends.
Patsy Kensn (1968). actress Kay Lenz
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
(1953)
***
***** Go along with another's
plans You could he a bit overwhelmed
by all that surrounds you. You don't
always have to he in control. Once you
center on that reality, you will find it easier Take time to talk to a special friend or
You have an opportunity to
partner later in the day. Tonight. Let
make a BIG difference, one
another indulge you
child at a time
VIRG()(Aug 23-Sept. 22)
Please give when nsked'
* ** Clear out important errands

Buddy Campaign 2000

CERAMIC 'FILL •COMP Till • VINYI • HAfiDWOOD • CARPET

L1I.E

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

WE DO!

Over 34 Years Experience,

Visit Our Showroom Today
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DR. GOTT

•

Ten years
assault victims nationwide to
yseeatsrsota.gtowins in the fifth
The
hotlines.)
operalocal rape
tors there can help you deal grade and one set in the fourth
with the emotions you are expe- grade are now enrolled at East
riencing. They can also tell you Calloway Elementary School. They
whether or not it would be are Trey and David O'Neal, Angeliworthwhile to discuss what
and Jose Sanchez, David and
happened to you with the ta
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crime,
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Missy and Chrissy
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that the two men who
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Published is a picture of the
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Births reported include a girl
a
of
months from the victim
date-rape drug, and the implica- to Can and Van Wood, Feb. 28;
a girl to Joanna and Bob Ridley,
tions are disturbing.
March 1.
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Twenty years ago
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine
About 1,000 avid Murray State
got married a year and a half ago.
basketball fans braved the
Racer
She has a 9-year-old daughter and a
rpad conditions to travtreacherous
the
from
stepdaughter
12-year-old
Green on March 1
Bowling
to
el
marriage. Her stepdaughter does
not live in their home. I believe they ;to support the Racers in their third
have vitOtation -one day a weekend..- -bid for tint Ohio-Valley Conferor every other weekend.
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same be done for her stepdaughter
coach, have been picked to rephave
friends
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- even if some of
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about
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ing at Murray State University is
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ing.
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spective of the temperature
myself losing control. The room was
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and
DEAR READER: Probably not. elevate the head of your bed with 6The man who had bought me the
Pharyngitis is an inflammation of the inch blocks; eat small and frequent drink came to my table, seemed
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I
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to Mr.. and Mrs. William Bu4,
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and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Fox
of
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help you with the
of a specialist. To give you related When I gained my bearings, I could
Roach.
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nursing your sister. For example, information, I am sending you a copy tell that I had been violated.
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serrelated
Fifty
and
aides
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1 had to go through a humiliatof my Health Report "Hiatal Hernia."
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but the shame is there.
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DR. GOTT
beat Benton, Calvert City beat
order
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Several years
Lynn Grove, and Hardin beat Kirkago. I had repair of a non-functioning
recognize these men if I saw them
sey. High scorers were Jeffrey,
PETER
cardiac sphincter. Now I have almost
again, I have no hard proof to
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GOTT,
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I dealing with?
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make
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DEAR VIOLATED: Your sig- tricks?
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1. Cash the diamond ace and
livan arrived at the Alabama home
2. Play a spade to the ace and of Capt. and Mrs. Arthur H. Keller
lead the jack. If West covers with
the queen, ruff in dummy, over- ruff a spade. East is forced to dis- to become the teacher of Helen,
take the king of clubs with the ace card a club on this trick and, fur- their blind and deaf 6-year-old
and play the queen ofspades,plac- thermore, must discard the ace!(If
he discards the queen instead, you daughter.
ing East under severe pressure.
In 1940, Artie Shaw and his
He cannot spare a heart, which lead the deuce of clubs next and
recorded "Frenesi" for
forcorchestra
dummy,
from
heart
a
discard
all
hearts
would make dummy's
tricks; he cannot spare the dia- ing East to win and return a heart RCA Victor.
In 1969, Apollo 9 blasted off
mond ten because you'd then cash into dummy's A-Q.)
Now lead the deuce of clubs. If from Cape Kennedy on a mission
your eight, squeezing him again;
nor can he spare the club queen West follows low, you discard a to test the lunar module.
because you'd cash your ten, con- heart, compelling East to win with
ACTH V
tinuing the remorseless squeeze. the queen and return a heart. If
One year ago: The Supreme
If West ducks the jack of dia- West instead goes up with the king Court ruled that public schools
THIS 15 GREED, WOO'
1. No IN CLASSIC GREED,
r rrs MI MILLION-COLOR
monds, you discard a heart from ofclubs to prevent East from being
had to finance one-on-one nursINSTANT RICHES'
PEOPLE GIVE UP EVERYTHING
COT-COM (KA, CRTHN4
ruff the diamond eight, endplayed, you ruff in dummy and
dummy,
OVERNIGHT FORTUNES'
TO &ET AHEAD
ing care for some disabled stuA COrAPAN4 "TD PROTECT
wins
East
If
hearts.
of
six
the
lead
overtake the king of clubs and
&REED WITHOUT SACRIFICE'
Pf.APLE'S ONLINE PRNACY
heart
dents throughout the school day.
two
play the queen of spades, placing the heart, he must yield
I'LL GET /IN MILLIONS
the
wins
West
Monica Lewinsky, in an ABC interif
dummy;
to
tricks
East once again in the same hopeAmD STILL HAVE A LIFE!'
heart, he must yield two club tricks view timed to coincide with the
less predicament.
* * *
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

symptoms of heartburn, waterbrash
(discomfort in the upper -chest) and
cough: in short, entirely unpleasant
sensations that are not related to the
heart.
Reflux can often be controlled by
antacids but, in my experience, other
measures are necessary.
To begin with, new drugs (that were
not available at the time of your
surgery) may help These include
Prilosec, Prevacid and Propulsid
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